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A. LATTICE GAUGE THEORIES AND WEAK COUPLING PERTURBATION THEORY

Introduction

In recent years much attention has been paid to lattice

theories. A reason for this is the possibility of handling strong

coupling. This is especially relevant for the presumed theory of

the hadrons and the strong interactions, QCD, quantum chromo

dynamics.

The lattice implies a denumerable set of degrees of freedom

in position space and a (gauge-invariant) ultraviolet cut-off in

momentum space. This leads itself to a variety of approximation

methods [l-4], as well as to more mathematical studies [ll].

Calculations, for example, of the hadron spectrum have been

performed, which are quite encouraging [16] , and quark confine-

ment is found for finite lattice distance in the inverse coupling

constant expansion.

The models are constructed in such a way that at the

classical level a Lorentz-invariant action is recovered in the

continuum limit (lattice distance to zero). It remains to be

shown, however, that the full quantum theory comes out Poincari

invariant in this limit. This has not yet been achieved. Regar-

ding the importance of the lattice method, we think it to be

worth-while to gain insight from the point of view of weak-

coupling perturbation theory [7,12]. Knowledge of the form of

the necessary counter terms may well be a prerequisite for un-

derstanding the continuum limit in general.

There is support for this idea from studies in constructive



field theory [8], which suggests that the structure of the

counter terms found remains valid beyond perturbation theory [9].

In this part of the thesis we study weak coupling pertur-

bation theory of a gauge theory with a fermion and two abelian

gauge invariances: vector and axial gauge invariance.

For a fermion there are essentially three lattice formu-

lations [1,2,3]. We consider two of these three formulations, the

SLAC and the Wilson formulation. We have to reformulate Wilson'i

treatment to be able to construct a chiral gauge invariant theory.

The restriction to an abelian instead of a non-abelian

gauge theory is not important for our purpose. Chiral invariance

is included because it seems to be an import symmetry for the

strong interactions, and chiral gauge invariance is an important

aspect of the weak interactions. The weak interactions are in

the literature not yet considered in a lattice formulation, as

weak coupling perturbation theory is sufficient. For the future,

with all interactions unified, it could be the case that such a

consideration is necessary. Furthermore, even if this were not

the case, it is interesting to study weak interactions on a

lattice as a regularized theory: since the theory is formulated

in four dimensions there are no difficulties with the definitions

of Yc an<3 £ > as in dimensional regularization [13] .

In the following three chapters, we first give an intro-

duction to lattice quantum field theory and discuss the different

ways of formulating lattice fermions (Chapter I).

In Chapter II, we consider a lattice gauge theory with SLAC

fermions. We calculate one loop corrections to the vacuum pola-

rization and the W A vertex function, and see that weak coupling



perturbation theory does not favour the SLAC formulation: the

results are Lorentz non-covariant and non-local.

In Chapter III we reformulate Wilson's treatment of fer-

mions on a lattice. We calculate the vacuum polarization and the

W A vertex function on the one loop level. These come out Lorentz-

covariant. Furthermore, we give arguments that make it plausible

that Wilson's formulation gives Lorentz-covariant results in

every order of weak coupling perturbation theory.



I. QUANTUM FIELD THEORY ON A LATTICE

In this chapter, we give an introduction to lattice field

theory. As an example, we discuss the free spin 0 field on a

lattice (section 1). In section 2, the three different ways of
a

defining a fermion lattice are discussed, with their pros and

cons. We make the SLAC free fermion action on a lattice vector

and axial vector gauge invariant in section 3. Here are also

discussed gauge fixing and spontaneous symmetry breaking.

1. Fields

We define a field theory on a four dimensional Euclidean

space-time lattice. The lattice spacing is a, the lattice points

are labeled with

x = n a , n = 0, ±1, ±N; p = 1,2,3,4. (I.la)

Because of the finiteness of the lattice the allowed momenta are

discrete and because of the finite lattice distance there is a

momentum cut-off

k = 2TT
y (2N+l)a \i

= 0,±l, ...±N; p = 1,2,3,4. (I.lb)

The Fourier-transform £(k) of a function <j>(x) on the

lattice is defined by

= S e
x

i k > x (I.2a)



where

I = a 4 Z . (1.3a)
x {n}

Its inverse reads

(1.2b}

with

These definitions (1.3) are chosen such that in the infinite

f 4lattice limit (N-*a>) j + d k , and in the continuum limit

r 4 k

(a->-0) I -»• d x .x J

First, we consider a free spin 0 field <\>{x) on this lattice.

For the action of this field we choose an expression which in the

continuum limit reduces, on a classical level, to the usual con-

tinuum action

I = J d4x.-|(3 (J> 3 <j>+ m2(j>2) . (1.4)

Such an expression can be found by replacing the differential

3 if by a difference

4>(x) ->• ̂ (4>(x+a ) - <j)(x)) . (1.5)
u a. ]i



Here a is a vector along the p direction, with length a.

Then one finds

X
A(<f>(x+a )+<J>(x-a )-2${x))-m2((.2(x)}
a p y

We use periodic boundary conditions:

Frorr. this action we find the propagator

1 ; |k
V

(1.7)

In Minkowski space there are poles for

| 2 sinh2 i E a = E | 2sin
2 + m2 (E,|km| < ir/a) (1.8)

For energies small compared to the cut-off w/a the relativistic
O O O

dispersion law is recovered: E = Tc + m .

2. Fermions

Next, we will show that the same simple procedure of con-

structing an action gives in the case of fermions too many de-

grees of freedom.

The continuum action for a free spin % field ty is

d4x(Z (I.9a)



then the naive free fermion lattice action is

I = - Z (Sji(x)j y
x p 1

)-i|)(x-a )) -mijnp (x)) (I.9b)

The propagator is

(j Yy i <} (I.10)

In Minkowski space there are poles for

|2sinh
2 Ea = z ^ .a + m2 (E,|p.| J)

ia (1.11)

Compared to the corresponding spin 0 expression (1.8) factors h

are missing in the hyperbolic and circular functions. This means

that for each E there is an extra 8 (=2 ) fold degeneracy in the

three-momenta p. In the continuum limit this degeneracy remains:

for small E («£) one has either small momenta p or momenta with

one or more components near ^ (see fig.l).

a

fig.l.



Putting
CL

instead of -̂ (I|J (x+a)-i|> (x-a)) in (1.9b)JiMx)) instead of (̂I|J ( x a )

resolves the degeneracy, but is in conflict with unitarity: then

the Minkowski version of (I.9b) is no longer herraitian.

Several ways of circumventing this spectrum problem have

been suggested in the literature: we will now discuss the methods

of Wilson [l], of Casher and Susskind [2] and of Drell, Weinstein

and Yankielowicz [3].

Wilson adds terms to the action (I.9b) that lift the de-

generacy and disappear in the continuum limit, at least on the

classical level. These terms are

- Z -^~ Jji(x) {t|j(x+a - 2 (1.12)

The propagator (I.10) becomes

I y sin p a - i Z (cos p a - 1) + m}
v y v v v

(1 .13)

and the dispersion law is

i2 (-sinh Ea + £ sin p.a) + (--Mcosh Ea + I cos p.a) + m + —} = (
a ± a a ± 1 a

(1.14)

For small Ea only small |p.ja satsify this relation; because of

the I cos p.a term the deaeneracy with I p.1=^ is lifted.
± i - x a

A disadvantage of this method is that the extra terms

(1.12) explicitly break chiral symmetry: this stands in the way

of a straightforward construction of locally chiral invariant

fermion theories on a lattice. Furthermore, it leads even for

8



m=0 to mass counter terms.

The terms (1.12) reduce in the continuum limit to

- -^ a z i/j(x) • \p(x), and so they vanish.
x

Casher and Susskind define the components of the spinor on

different places of the (space) lattice. As they work with a

hamiltonian formalism , their time is continuous. In presenting

their method we will here use, for conformity, a space-time

lattice, for simplicity in 1+1 dimensions.

First we look in some more detail where the degeneracy

stems from. The Euler-Lagrange equation derived from (I.9b) is

(in 1+1 dimensions)

T Yy "hJy—3,4 ~ *(*-ap>> - m fl»(x) = 0 .

l>p is now a two-spinor).

Suppose we found a solution to this equation. By multiplying

ijj(x) for x, odd with -1, and all ip (x) with y°, we find another

solution (this is not the parity transformed solution :

i|)Q(x3,x4) - y° t|»(-x,,x4)) . This transformation is a symmetry

transformation, because in the B.L.eq. the difference over 2a

occurs, not over a. As we remarked earlier the difference over

a3 would lead to a non-hermitian (Minkowski) action. Casher and

Susskind circumvent these problems by defining the upper and

lower component of ifi on neighbouring lattice sites: then the

lattice distance is 2a and the differences of both components of

U/ over the lattice distance can occur in the action without

spoiling hermiticity.

To be specific we write the continuum action explicitly in

spinor components.



0 -1
1 0

(0 1
Y5 = 1 0

I = -fd 2x {(^1(x)94t(;1(x)-ii;;i(x)j93^2(x))-(l-<-»-2)-mi{;(x)l|;{x) } .(1.14)

Define on the lattice i/>, on the places with x3 odd, and ty~ on the

even x3 sites.

Take as lattice action

x3odd

T , ,1 1

- £ t -{

x,even

(1.15)

This action reduces in the a-H) limit to (1.14). Furthermore, one

does not encounter the degeneracy anymore: the lattice distance

in space is now effectively 2a, and corresponding differences do

occur in (1.15). The propagator is just like (I.10)

a s i n

a

but the spacelike momentum cut-off is now: |p3| < •£- .

In the continuum limit iK (x) and i};2(x+a3) form a two-spinor

10



The spacelike translations on the lattice are shifts over 2a3.

The continuous chiral transformations are lost, the discrete y

transformation is a shift over a distance a,. This means that

also here a straightforward formulation of locally chiral in-

variant theories is impossible.

In 3+1 dimensions one needs an eight component spinor.

Susskind interpretes this as a Dirac spinor with an isospin de-

gree of freedom (up and down quarks) [2]. One can easily convince

oneself that four components is not enough, there remain high mo-

mentum excitations. The argument is as follows. Take a four

spinor tjj, and try to put the four components on a lattice, such

that the distance between the lattice points of one component is

(at least) 2a. Consider an elementary cube {fig.2).

1 2
fig.2.

For the front face there is essentially one possibility, the best

one can do with the back face is putting the components on a

distance /3a from the corresponding components on the front face.

The whole lattice configuration can be obtained by shifts over

2a in the x,y and z direction. The primitive (smallest) trans-

lations of the lattice are (a,a,a), (-a,a,a) and (a,-a,a). So

extremal values of the momenta are

11



1

1

(•K— (1,1,0) etc. are the primitive translations of the reciprocal

lattice). One sees that high momenta in the x,y and z direction

are possible, e.g. p = ̂  T . Combined with dispersion law (I.11)

this gives two fermions instead of one in the continuum limit.

To conclude, we summarize the peculiarities of the method

of Casher and Susskind: still a doubling of states and only dis-

crete chiral symmetry.

The third way of dealing with the fermion spectrum, pro-

posed by Drell, Weinstein and Yankielowicz differs in two impor-

tant respects from the two preceding ways.

First, it allows for the construction of continuously

chiral symmetric theories. This facilitates the construction of

gauge theories with axial vector bosons (weak interactions 1),

and seems to make it easier to study chiral symmetry. With the

Casher and Susskind way of splitting up spinor components a

discrete y invariance can be formulated, enough to prevent e.g.

chiral symmetry breaking (mass) counter terms and to study chiral

symmetric theories, but insufficient to formulate (continuous)

chiral gauge symmetry. In Wilson's way y invariance is totally

lost.

Secondly, Drell et al. give up (next) nearest neighbour

coupling. The disadvantages of such a non local coupling will be

discussed in Chapter II.

They replace the derivative by the Fourier transform on the

lattice of the continuum expression in momentum space.

12



One works from the beginning with a relativistic dispersion law,

in free theories. More precisely, define a derivative operator

Dy(x)

V x ) - (i) (1-17)

Substitute this operator in the fermion action (1.9):

I = - £
y,x,y

jr D (x-y)i|i(y)) + rm ^(x)ifi(x) . (1.18)

The propagator of this theory is

m)-1 (1.19)

and so also the dispersion law is the relativistic one

+ m2 (1.20)

Furthermore, (1.18) is manifestly (continuously) rihiral invariant

(for m=0).

However, now D (x) is non local:

D (x) = 0

= 0

fo r

f o r X
V

(2N+l)c
X

n (TV \

t o
= 0

1

1 1

, Vv

, Vv

fo r

In the continuum limit D (x) -»• 3 6(x).

(1.21)

13



3. Abelian gauge fields

In this section we consider the construction of gauge in-

variant actions. We start with the free fermion lattice action

with the SLAC recipe (1.18), with mass zero.

j D (x-y)i|/(y)) .
M,x,y

This action has two global U(l) invariances

(I.18a)

(I.22a)

(x) i g Y (I.22b)

Here e and g are arbitrary real (coupling) constants, and

£ are the real valued parameters of the transformations. The

action (I.18a) is not locally invariant under the transformations

(1.22) because it contains products of fields at different points.

Gauge invariance can be restored by introducing gauge fields, a

polar vector field V (x) and an axial vector field A (x), trans-

(I.23a)

(I.23b)

formxng

K

K

as

(x)

(x) = A
V

(x)

( X )

This is the lattice analogue of the continuum transformations

vx)

14

] (X) = (x) (x)



In continuum theory one makes non local expressions like

ijJ(x)i(j(y) gauge invariant by completing them with a line integral

) -»• *(x)exp{i |Ydz[ e V (z) + gy A (z)]}*(y) .

Note that in I (I.18a) only terms contribute with one and only

one component of x and y unequal : for other values D (x-y)=0

(cf.I.2l). A lattice analogue of the line integral is in this

case (take x4 f y^; xfc = yk, k = 1,2,3).

Z <|>(z) := a Z <J>(x,«.a)
Z4=X4 l=m

m-1
:= -a

if

if x .>y.

with and y.=na . (1.24)

A gauge invariant extension of I (I.l8a) is

1
I = - E I|I(X)Y U T

D (x-y)exp(i Z [ eV (z)+gy5A (z)] }*(y) . (1.25)
p,x,y M u Zy=Xy

In the continuum limit D (x-y) -> 3X6 (x-y) and the classical

continuum limit of I (1.25) turns out to be indeed

cont

the usual expression.

The construction of a free action for the gauge fields is

straightforward in the case of U(l) symmetries like (1.22). The

15



field strengths V and A defined by

Vyv(z) = 8 y V x ) "
(1.26)

with 9 V (x) = ^(V (x+a ) - V (x) ) etc.
y v « v (J v

are invariant under transformation (1.23), so an invariant

lattice action is

gauge field (V V + A A )
yv yv yv yv

(1.27)

For bosons we can use the nearest neighbour prescription for the

derivatives, because there is no spectrum problem, as we have

seen in the spin 0 case.

The total action on a lattice for the locally invariant

theory is the sum of (1.25) and (1.27)

inv

i V

F, i|)(x)Y J D (x-y)exp(i F, [ eV (z)+gy5A (z)] }if, (y) +

z =x
y y

( V V + A A ) (1+28)
Vx,y

Quantizing this theory gives the same complications as in

continuum theory: one has to fix a gauge. Further, we want to

break the chiral invariance of the vacuum, and give the fermion

and the axial vector boson a mass. As gauge fixing and spon-

taneous symmetry breaking proceed in the same way as in con-

16



tinuum theory [5], we will give only a brief sketch.

First, the spontaneous symmetry breaking. Take a Higg s

field <!>, transforming under chiral rotations like

'(x) = exp(-2ig£(x))<Mx) (1.29)

and invariant under (1.22a) . Couple <J> invariantly to A and i|>,

and add self interaction terms.

I,*, = + \

(1.30)

with i) <(> the covariant difference

(1.31)

and ot,3 and G real coupling constants, a ,3>0. So the -act § term is

a mass term with the wrong sign and <}> develops a vacuum expec-

tation value, say F, which may be chosen real and positive. De-

fine a new field %,(x)

C (x) = <f> (x) - F ; <0| C(x)|0> = 0 .

The action (1.30) reads in terms of C (V is a polynomial in ?

and S+)

17



x

x,
y

- F 2 4 sin2
a
-,F2.4 sin2a gA + 2
a W

k T. ^-2{(exp(-2iagA )-1)F (exp(2iagA )«;(x+a ) - ?(x)) + h.c.}
* a vi y v

(1-32)

Indeed A and ^ have now masses: 2Fg resp. 2FG (see the third
2

and fourth term of (1.32), expand the sin agA ).

For the gauge fixing we add a term

- - igF(r-r+)2 + fcfzg'v )2}. (1.33)
Y v y y '

and a ghost term (c(x) is an anti commuting scalar field)

2 F(?+?
+)]c(x) . (1.34)I a h = + Z c(x)[zg's - 2g2 -

y x y y P Y

Here 9 is the left difference: 3 c (x) := (c (x)-c (x-a))/a ; we

already defined the right difference: 8 c(x)=(c(x+a )-c(x))/a.
P ii

With these differences one can mimic partial integration

2 f(x)9 g(x) = - z(9 f(x))g(x) , the boundary term vanishes since
x v x y

we use periodic boundary conditions.

The terms bilinear in the gauge fields are

18



4 2 (A A +V V ) + •=•
x, (j, v

i
X,

(1.35)

I

From this expression one can calculate the A and the V propa-

gator .

We will discuss the Feynman rules in section (II.1).

19



II. WEAK COUPLING PERTURBATION THEORY WITH SLAC LATTICE FERMIONS

The lattice gauge theory in Chapter I was constructed in

such a way that it had the correct classical continuum limit. The

lattice action has, for field configurations with a smooth con-

tinuum limit, itself a correct continuum limit, if the lattice

distance a-»-0, keeping the parameters (masses and coupling con-

stants) fixed. This means that at the classical level the con-

tinuum limit of such smooth field configurations evolves in the

same way as in the corresponding continuum theory.

But it does not guarantee that the continuum limit of the

lattice theory leads to the correct continuum theory if quantum

fluctuations are taken into account. These fluctuations can be

big and not smooth at all, and they can contribute significantly,

as we will see. It could, therefore, be that the quantum con-

tinuum limit is Lorentz non-covariant, because the lattice theory

does not have this symmetry. It has not yet been shown that the

full quantum theory comes out Lcrentz covariant, therefore, we

think it worth-while to study possible Lorentz non-covariant

effects of quantum fluctuations in weak-coupling perturbation

theory. First, we consider the action (1.25) that is formulated

with SLAC fermions. This formulation respects continuous chiral

symmetry, which seems to be an advantage above the other two

methods.

We calculate the one loop corrections to the vector meson

vacuum polarization and to the W A vertex function. For the W A

vertex function there are good reasons to be suspicious about the

Lorentz covariance, and indeed, it comes out Lorentz non-co-

20



variant; but there is a good way to remedy this. The W A vertex

function is discussed in section 3.

The Lorentz non-covariant terms that result from a calcu-

lation of the one loop contribution to the V vacuum polarization

are more serious, they are discussed in section 2. But first we

derive in section 1 the Feynman rules from the action with SLAC

fermions (1.25).

1. Feynman rules

The total action I. . we consider is the sum of the inva-tot

riant action I. (1.28), the Higgs field action I (1.32), the

gauge fixing term I _ (1.33) and the ghost action I , (1.34).

The Feynman rules can be obtained in the usual way [6] by Fourier

transforming the fields in the action Itot-

The gauge field propagators follow from the bilinear terms

(1.35). Expressed in the Fourier transforms A" (k) and v (k) these

terms read

Z ft
k,u,v v

(k) A(A)

with

Kp ( k ) Kp ( k )

(II.1.2)

The function K (k) is defined as

21



= (exp(iaky)-l)/ia (II.1.3)

and is the Fourier transform of the difference 3 ; as K (k) •*• k

in the limit a->-0, it is to be considered as the lattice analogue

of the momentum. Also in Ward identities we expect K (k) to take

the place of k . This we show in the next section. The axial

meson mass is \i = 2 Fg. The propagators are the inverses of

A(A)-L and A ( V )" 1 :

(II.1.4)

C
IK I2 = i K*K1 1 P P P

Keeping in mind the correspondence K (k)•*--»• k we recognize the

usual continuum expressions.

The fermion propagator can be obtained in a similar fashion

from the bilinear terms in ijj and \j> in (1.28). The function D (x)

is the Fourier transform of the momentum p , so the propagator is

simply (cf. 1.19)

A(F)(p) = (m

m = 2 FG.

22



In lattice theory all momenta are constrained to

jp | <ir/a, V , and there is momentum conservation modulo 2ir/a, as

can be seen from the sum

I exp(i(p+q+k)x)
x

In continuous space-time Z becomes an integral dx over the whole
x >

four-space and gives 6(p+q+k); on a lattice z is a sum over the
x

discrete lattice points and the above sum only depends on

(p+q+k) modulo 2-n/a. Evaluation gives indeed 6(p+q+k;mod.2-7r/a)

for an infinite lattice). So one should write such a 6-function

at the vertices; it is easier but equivalent to write a normal

6-function at the vertices and make the momentum dependence of

the propagators and vertices periodic over 2-n/a. The fermion

propagator becomes

A(F){p) = (m + D Y P (p))"
1 , (II.1.5)

with P (p) the saw-tooth function

= P -2nA, for (2n-l)A<p <(2n+l)A ,

n = 0, ±1, (II.1.6)

From I i n v (1.28) one also derives vertices with two fer-

mion lines and one or more (axial) vector mesons. For the ifjij/V

1 vertex one finds (fig.3)

23



e Y, , k + p + q = 0 (II.1.7)

A-1
T

fig. 3

The sum 2 V (z) leads to a geometric series
z = x

summation of this series gives

-ik x -iky
v v- e y p

-lk a
- e

The denominator is K (k) times ia, and the two terms in the nu-

merator give rise to the two terms in the numerator of (II.1.7).

In the same way, one finds the Aijnjj vertex factor

V k r (II.1.8)

fig. 4

24



In a similar way the other vertex factors can be obtained, for

example Wtyty

e26
^ IT,,! P(p)-P(p+k)-P (p+JU-P (q)] . (II.1.9)

K v(k)*K vU)* V V V U V

fig. 5

In general, the vertex factor has the spinor structure

Note, that if all momenta are small compared to v/a, the

expression (II. 1.7) reduces to the more familiar form -ey • The

other vertex factors then become zero.

For the following two calculations we do not need the other

propagators and vertex functions that can be derived from the

action.

2. Vacuum polarization

In this section we will show that the evaluation, at the

one loop level, of the vacuum polarization contribution to the

gauge boson propagator for the theory described by the action

(1.28) in the continuum limit, gives rise to several Lorentz

non-covariant non-local terms. Contrary to similar terms found

at the W A vertex these terms cannot be cancelled by adding more

fermions (cf. section II.3).
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For the evaluation we will explicitly use invariance ar-

guments: gauge invariance and the residual rotation invariance

on a lattice. First, we write down the integral representation

for the vacuum polarization, and we check that it satisfies a

Ward identity. Then, we deduce from the integral representation

the most general form the amplitude can have, considering gauge

invariance and rotation invariance. At this stage we will en-

counter three possible non-local and Lorentz non-covariant struc-

tures. And finally, we calculate the coefficients of these struc-

tures and find that they do not vanish.

There are two diagrams that contribute to the vacuum po-

larization I of the vector gauge boson on a one loop level

(fig.6a and b).

'^JSats^G^-

fig. 6

The integral representations are I (p) resp. I ' '(p)

- e
K*(p)K*(-p) -A

X{(m2+PU)2} (iT

+ A

U)+Py (-A- U+P) (II.2.1.a)
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-e26
(b) := _uv

K*(p)K*(-p) -A

(-P U)+P U+p)+P U-p)+P

Both I V* and I are symmetric in (y«-*-v, p*--*—p) .

The sum, I = l ( a )+ 1 ^ , satisfies a Ward identity
\1V ]1V UV
I
\1V

K>> V p ) = ° • (II.2.2)

The proof is easily given by using

Z (P U)-PU+p))Y = ?(«.)+m-(?(Jl+p)+m) ,

and a shift of integration variables.

It is convenient to extract some factors from I . Define

, * and 1 by

(a) =
K*(p)K*(-p) 27r

(b) _ -ej

K»(p)K»(-p)

yv

(II.2.3)

The Ward identity (11.32) now simply reads

(II.2.2a)
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The ila' and I are symmetric in y,v, and depend only on

\p |, p=l,2,3,4. For convenience, we restrict p to be positive:

V0' V
We want to prove that I can be cast in the following form,

neglecting terms that vanish if the limit A-*" is taken,

n m P^ + V M "I**" + L ̂ W S

+ b(S P?)P,.} • (II.2.4)
\ A v

2 2
The coefficients c , dM# aL and b only depend on p , m and A;

c is symmetric: c n m
= c

m n because of the symmetry p -*-»-p ; the

summations in (II.2.4) are constrained to

n,m > 0 , n + m < 4 ,

0 < M < 4 , 0 < L < 3

We first consider I , scaling the integration variables

and evaluating the trace brings i in the form

with h
P

h~
p

and xn=m/A,

(t)

(t)

P

= 1

0

= 1

0

=P/A •

for 1-p <t
P P

otherwise

for -Kt <-
P

otherwise
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The t integration can be done explicitly. Expanding the result

in a Taylor series in P we observe that 6 and higher cowers

vanish if A->-°° because the coefficients are 0(1), and that the

series starts with § , since it' = 0 for § = 0. The coefficients

->-2 2 2
depend on t = Z t and rtl , so the other (three) t integrations

p

can in principle be done and give no factors p , p^y, after ex-

pansion in -£ . The result is of the form

consistent with (II.2.4).

Now we consider the more difficult
yv

. Here we use the

standard technique for combining the propagators, evaluate the

trace and scale:

X[-4 iu2 6 +4{ (t+(l-x)£-2h+) ( t ^ )

-4 (t-xp-+2h )p(t+(l-x)p-2h

X[ t2+x(l-x)g2+m2+5: N , ] ~ 2

X A
(II.2.6)

We have redefined the hat functions h (t)

1 for l-(l-

0 otherwise
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hy(t) = 1 for -Kt <-l+x6
V V

otherwise.

And N. is given by
A

If N, f 0, N, is O(l/A) and t = 0(1), and we may make a power
A A

2 2expansion in Z N,. Defining e — x(l-x)p + m one readily finds-. A

[ t 2 + e + E N . ] ~ 2 = [ t 2 + e ] 2 - 2 [ t 2 + E ] " 3 ( Z N . ) +

(II.2.7)

6 [ t N ) 2 - 24[ t 2

X
N )

X

Inspection shows that the rest of the terms in (II.2.6) is at

least O(l/A), so the fourth and higher powers of £ N, vanish as
X X

A-*-™.

Put this power expansion in (II.2.6), and then collect all

terms without a hat function:

-A4|d4tjdx

Z(t-xp)p(t+(l-x)p)p][t
2 + E f

2 (II.2.8)

We consider these terms separately as the integral d t has con-
2

tributions around t =0, so the denominator could be of order

•TTT # making power counting less efficient. The integral of the
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odd power of t in (II.2.8) is zero, and (II.2.8) reduces to

d4
t x(l-x)[t2

+£]"
2| _

-A4p2 J d4t(^t2+e)[t2+E]"
2 (II.2.9)

The first term gives the standard expression. The second term is

0(A2). Both terms are consistent with (11.24.).

Next, we look at the hat function contributions to (II.2.6).

Take from the power expansion (II.2.7) the first term. Rearrange-

ment of the Z term gives

t2 + E(l-2x)t p + 2£t (h~-h+) + 2z{(l-x)p h -xp h+} . (II.2.10)
p P P p p P P P P P P

In the case , at least one hat function occurs in every term

one has to deal with, e.g. h+. The t integral is

(dt h+[t2+e]"2 or (dt h+t [t2+e]"2. Note that h+h"=0 and

(h*) ̂ h*. These integrals are O(p )=O(-r) : they can be Ta- J. or ex-

panded in p , with no zeroth order. Important for this is that
2

t =0(1), because of the hat function. Next, imagine the t in-

tegration is performed as a power expansion in p . The result is

a double power series in p and p" , with coefficients of order 1.

The lowest power is p p . The other integrations do not change

this structure, that is the same as the c term in (II.2.4).

(The symmetry c =c
mn *s a consequence of the symmetry p -<->p ) .

In the case y=v the 6 contribute. The argument for the terms

without a hat function h proceeds analogous to the ŷ v case: the
4 ^

structure is j; 6 dM(p ,m ,A)p • (The first term in (II.2.10)
M=l Vv w v
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f ± 2 2 -2

gives just rise to a new t integral: dt h t [t +e] , quali-

tatively not different from the previously met integrals with inthe denominator t ->-l resp. -*-t̂ ; the second term with vanishes

because it is anti symmetric in t ). The h", p^y terms could

after t integration give powers of p . As the power of p is at

2 3least one, in the limit A-*-«> at most p , p and p remain. Using

symmetry under interchange of P , p^p, (this is the residual ro-
2

tation symmetry) these powers come out as I p , Z Q and
p p^y P3

, together with p powers. The square can be absorbed in the

dM structure. The other two powers give rise to a term of the

form, after redefining dj. again:

Syv Jj

Next, we consider the first power of £N.. As will by now be

clear from the preceding considerations X^p gives nothing new: it

consists of t , p and h~. Qualitatively new terms could arise

from the products of N^, A^p, with p-terms (II.2.10), P^U, and
A

from , in case . The last possibility is dis-

appointing: N. is order p,, X^p,v, and the remainder gives at
A A

least p p . In the A->-» limit one might get p p I p , but this
y v u vx?8ji A

can be absorbed in the c structure. Also the first possibility

gives nothing new: either A=p and we are essentially in the case

without N , or A^p, but we have at least a factor p and N, is
A P A

1 20(T2)i s o w e expect p p.p . Symmetrizing and redefining leads toA p A p
an aj-term. Notice that N^=O(j2) is essential, otherwise

(s p\) (Z p ) could come out, not contained in the general struc-
A X p p

ture (II.2.4). For the same reason one does not find a new term
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like (Zp) while calculating the second power of N-̂ , or the third

power. Something like (2 p )(£ p) cannot be obtained because it

is O(l/A ), and the remainder always gives a p\ factor if y=v.

Powers of N, in case y^v, also give nothing new.

This proves that I is of the form given by (II.2.4). We

further constrain this form by the Ward identity , which

now

pv
has

to obey (II.2.2.a). Substitution of the form (II.2.4) in the Ward

identity gives:

0" I **>'- y-rf P '

(II.2.11)

This expression has to be identically zero for all values of p .

Take p2=p>=0 and v=l. Choose as independent variables p and p.,

so p 2 = vp "Pi- With this choice (II.2.11) has the form

Vp2-Pl f ^ p 2 ^ ) + f2(p
2,p1) = 0 , (II.2.12)

with

fi =

Both fĵ  and f_ are polynomials of p., but vp -p. is not, so both

f. and fj have to vanish identically. The coefficients of the

various powers of p, in f. and f_ have to be zero; this gives

seven relations (we use
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from f =0 : 2 2
+ cl3p + a + b p = 0 ,

C21 + a2 =

a3 - b = 0

2
from f2=0 :

 C
1 2

P + dl =

2
22P + d2 + al =

12 +

2c + d4 + a3 + b = 0

(11.2.13a)

(II.2.13b)

This are seven independent relations among 12 functions (of p ).

We choose as independent functions a,, a_, a,, c13 and c22. The

other functions can be expressed in these:

'11

C21 ~ ~a2

= -2c

= 0

d2 = "

dl = a 2 p

b = a,

1 3

- a3p

(II.2.14)
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We insert these relations in the Ward identity (II.3.11)

0 = 2 Kv = Cl3{Pv * Py + Pv Z Py ~ p 2 pv Z Py " 2pv
y y n y

+ a3(pj jE Pp + pv Z p^ - P
2 p v I Pp + p

2?2, - 2PJ) +

+ a2(pv E pp ~ pv Z Pp " pv p 2 + p 2 pv } +

+ aa(pv 2 Pp - pv Z P p) . (II.2.15)

The a , a_ and c__ terms are identically zero by themselves, the

a., and c., terms are not. This leads to a_ = " c
1 3 '

Finally, 1 has the gauge invariant form

pp -

a2 [

pp + 6yvpv J Pp "

MPv] • (II.2.16)

The functions a,, a_, a, and c_2 depend on p , m and A. The

formula (II.2.16) is valid for p >0, V , for general p one has

to replace p by |p |, as I only depends on |p | (this one sees

most easily from (II.2.1), and has been remarked there).
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For A-K» = Py + 0(1/A), and

y v

-e
KJ( P)K*(- P)

One sees that the c_2 term gives the usual Lorentz in-

2 2variant gauge invariant structure (p p -p 6 )c2~(p ), but the

other three terms give non-covariant non-local structures, e.g.

a. (6 T. p /p -1). Before discussing these terms, it is useful to

calculate a., a- and a.,, and see whether they are different from

zero (as will indeed be the case).

A special feature of the aT terms is the term
J_I

aL<5 p Z p , linear in p , p?\i. Such a term can only come from

3? (cf.(II.2.6) and the discussion following it). If we calcu-

late all terms linear in p , p^u, y=v, we can extract aT from the
P J-1

coefficients of the powers of p . The calculation is straight-

forward but lengthy. Perhaps it is more convincing first to give

a relatively simple argument that a. is not zero.

Consider expression (II.2.6) for i , take y=vr and sub-

stitute for the E term (II.2.10). First neglect Z N in the de-
P X *

nominator. The only term that gives one p , p?v, factor is thethird term in (II.2.10). The second term in (II.2.10) vanishes

after integration over t . The other terms give no factor p or

higher powers of p . We calculate the highest power in A with

this factor, which means that we have to look for the terms with

as few hat functions and Q factors as possible. From the

+ — 2
(p -2(h +h ) ) term we take overlapping hat functions:

+ —h +h )
+ —+h )+ — 2 + —

(-2(h +h ) ) = 4(h +h ) . Higher expansion terms in £ N are of
U V x A

higher order in I/A, and can indeed be neglected. The following
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integral remains:

A4jd4tfdx.4(h++h~)!j.-46iJV.2tp(h -h
+) p[ t

2+e] ~2

- 3 2 A fd2t[ 2 t 2 ] " 2 + 0(A)

0(A) .

To highest order in A, a. = -32.ir/3/3.A . Indeed a. as not equal

zero: I has non-local non-covariant contributions, e.g.

- U e2(l/2Tr)4.- 32.Tr/3/3.A2 [ 6 ^ £ p p p

For completeness we now give the complete evaluation of

a., a_, a,. To this we have to trace all terms that give one p ,

again only the term 2t (h -h ) from (11.2.10) is able to gene-

rate this. The second term in (II.2.10), for example, needs a

p-hat function in order not to vanish. This hat function,

wherever it would come from, would give at least one additional

f> . We replace [2t (h~-h+) f(t2)dt by 2£pf(l), the difference

is 0(£ ), and calculate

8 6. dx (p -2 (h + +h" ) ) 2 p [1+ E t 2 + e + E N J 2

-A4 8 6yvjd3tjdx{f>2-4fyh++h )vj+4(h++h~))j}

X[ (1+ Z t 2 + e ) ~ 2 - 2 Z NL (1+ Z t 2 + E ) " 3 + 6 ( Z N ) 2 { 1 + I t 2 + e ) ~ 4 ]

(II.2.17)
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Third order in IN, is 0(1/A ) and does not contribute for A-*™ as
A 2

we have already at least a factor £ p =0(I/A ). We attack
(II.2.17) order by order in £N . Zeroth order in £N,:

X A A A

-A4 8 6MVjd3tjdX{|2-4py(h++h-))i+4(h++h")y}ppfl+ r t j+e]" 2 .

(II.2.18)

We see an integral of the form:

_ 1/
l d tu ( h + + h" )y f ( ty ) = l.x l-(l-x)p

)dtpf(tp)

= (xpy)f(-l)+|(xpy
2f' (-l)+|(x§ )3f" (-1)

(l)--|((l-x)p]j)
2f ' (1)+O(pj) .(II.2.19)

Here f (t,,)=[ t2+E] " 2 with E=l + e+ Z t2., so

(±l)=+4[1+E]3 and f" (±1)= 24[1+E]4-4f1+E]3 (II.2.20)

We can calculate the t integral now:

|pj{(l-x)3+x3}{24[2+ y,p.

This we substitute in (II.2.18). In the limit Â °° the following

terms do not vanish:
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-8A4 6
/ d X *<

4e3]

4[p

(24e4-4e3)]} . (II.2.21)

We have introduced the notation

C n = J d 3 t [ t 2 +l]-» , t 2
3 ) = t 2

+ t 2
+ t 2 ;

-J ~n .2 ,2, ,2
t(2) = fcl+t2 (II.2.22)

c and e are positive numbers.

First order in
V

A'16 z u
X^p

(II.2.23)

p2p N, is O(l/A5) and vanishes; with -4p (h++h") only N con-
y P A y ]i p

tributes. The relevant integral is now (X?̂ o, E=l+£+ 2 t ) :
o¥p,\ c

l( r 9 ->-t r~1+x^1 (t-xp+1) f l
| dt N [t^+Ej = Adt 5 ^ - dt.

(t2
+E)

3

The integral is of the form (II.2.19) with
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f(tx) =
(t-xp+1)

5 T
(t2+E)3

if t, « -1

if t, <* +1 .

The result of the integral is

p-2(x2+(l-x)2){ |

and we have computed (II.2.23):

-8A46yv.-8 | dx

+4[f>2
|(x

2Kl-x)2).--L (II.2.23)

+ 6 z P2(x2+(l-x)2).-ie-,] > •

And finally, the second power of 2N.. There is one non-

vanishing term:

8A46,. fd3tfdx I P .6 N2[ 1+ I t2+E]
-4

8A46 v4.6.16|dx p d3t{(t-xp+1)2h~ 2h+}

(t2+l+e+ t 2 ) " 4

P

=-8A46
yv

.128.Jdx (II.2.24)
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We add (II.2.24), (II.2.23) and (II.2.21) and perform the in-

tegration over x. We find the Ep term of J :

-86pv^pf A V 4 e 2 + ^V-8A2)e3} +

+ A p 2 {c2-4e2+16e3} + p3
j{-44e3+l04e4 }] (II.2.25)

Calculation of c2 , e2 , e3 and e. gives:

2
°2 = T • e2 = 373 '" e3 = T(T 7t) ' e4 = "75 + 24

From (II.2.25) we extract a., a- and a.,

32e2A
2 - 32e3(|p

2-2m2)

(II.2.26)

-8(-44e3+104e4)

and I y v differ a factor <1/2TT) -e2/K*(p)K*(-p)

T T 2 / A 2 { - ^ ( (II.2.27)
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(2 P
2-2m2)

PPv+ A

I Tr(pv-P;j)(pp+pv) +

(-44e3+104e4)

+ C22(p
2,m2){-Syvp

2+Pypvn . (II.2.28)

The last term contains the usual Lorentz invariant result [10].

To conclude, we want to make the following remarks.

We have found that the action (1.28), based on SLAC lattice

fermions, leads also in the continuum limit to non-local Lorentz

non-covariant terms in the vacuum polarization. These terms can

not be cancelled by adding more spin h fermions, because I v<£ e ,

so these terms have to be cancelled by counter terms in order to

obtain a covariant theory. Furthermore, for a fermion loop with

an arbitrary large number of external vector boson lines, the

leading A dependence' is still A . Cancellation between diagrams

will lower the largest power of A occurring (as in the present

3 2case A -> A ) buth there seems to be no reason why such diagrams

would be local and Lorentz invariant. This suggests that an in-
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finite number of different counter terms has to be added. This

situation may be contrasted, for example, with Wilson's, way [l]

of treating fermions, which has been shown to give covariant re-

sults for QED on a lattice in the loop expansion [7]. '

Of course, our result is a perturbative result, but studies

in constructive field theory [8] suggest that the structure of

the terms found, remains valid beyond perturbation theory [9].

A shorter version of this section will be published in

Physics Letters B [17].

3. W A vertex function

An other interesting set of diagrams is the one loop cor-

rection to the W A vertex function. Here, one sees more clearly

that the price to be paid for maintaining continuous chiral

symmetry is loosing Lorentz invariance. Because the lattice

offers in the case of SLAC fermions a regularization of the

corresponding continuum theory that is invariant under both

vector and axial vector gauge transformations, the Ward identi-

ties for the W A vertex function will not contain anomalous

terms, even in the continuum limit. This can not be achieved if

general principles like Lorentz invariance and locality are

respected [14] . Indeed, it turns out that the W A vertex func-

tion in the theory under consideration is Lorentz non-covariant

and non-local.

For details and the result of the calculation, we refer

the reader to the paper "Axial symmetry in lattice theories",

Nucl.Phys.B144(1978)536-546, that is added as an Appendix after
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Chapter III.

To finish the discussion, we would like to make one further

comment. Inspecting the Lorentz non-covariant terms encountered

up to now, we see that they are all both Lorentz non-covariant

and non-local. The non-locality shows itself here, in momentum

space, as singularities in the origin (momenta zero). So these

Lorentz non-covariant terms are made possible by the non-local

structure of the theory. In any local lattice theory at least

these Lorentz non-covariant terms would not be present.
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III. WEAK COUPLING PERTURBATION THEORY WITH WILSON LATTICE

FERMIONS REFORMULATED

In this chapter, we will give a discussion of lattice gauge

theory with Wilson's fermions from the point of view of weak

coupling perturbation theory in the continuum limit.

Sharatchandra [7] has already given a proof that lattice QED,

i.e. one fermion with local vector gauge invariance, then leads

to a Lorentz-covariant continuum limit that is essentially the

usual continuum QED theory. The theory he discusses differs in

two respects from the theory we want to discuss. First, in his

work the action is periodic in the gauge field (periodic QED)

contrary to our action. We think that this is a minor difference

in the weak coupling continuum limit. This we will explicitly

show with the one loop correction to the vacuum polarization.

Second, we also want to have local axial invariance, not present

in his work. This allows us to discuss the W A vertex function.

Although we restrict our discussion to the vacuum polari-

zation and the W A vertex function at the one loop level, it

will become plausible that the theory with Wilson's fermions and

both vector and axial vector gauge bosons, is Lorentz covariant

in the continuum limit and equivalent to the usual continuum

version.

From Sharatchandra's work one notices already important

differences of Wilson's formulation from the SLAC treatment:

Wilson's action on a lattice is local, i.e. contains only

neighbour coupling; this gives amplitudes, regular at zero momen-

tum. Certain non-local and Lorentz non-covariant terms are there-

fore forbidden, and one can make a Taylor expansion of the ultra-
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violet divergences just like in regularized continuum theory

[19]. Also, superficial power counting works as in continuum

theory, for example the vacuum polarization is guadratically

divergent (0(A ); A= ̂ ) and not of fourth power in the cut-off
a

as in Chapter II.

However .first we have to formulate Wilson's action for

fermions, such that it is invariant under continuous chiral

symmetry. This is done in section 1, where also the Feynman rules

are derived.

In section 2, we show the Lorentz covariance of the vacuum

polarization and the W A vertex function on the one loop level.

1. Reformulation and Feynman rules.

The Wilson free fermion action on a lattice is (cf.(I.9b),

(1.12))

-a )) + I nu^x)^ (x)
v x

- r I iJMx) ^r(ijj(x+a )+i|;(x-a,,)-2i{i(x)) . (III.l)
X , JJ

To keep track of the extra term, we have multiplied it with r.

An obvious way is to try to generate this extra chiral non-

invariant term in a chiral invariant way by spontaneous symmetry

breaking. Changing the coupling of the Higgs field (cf.(1.30) in

G £ *(x) (
X , ]i

(III.2)

+ G £ i(x) (l+YcH-jiKx) - R ^ +

x, u
 b 4
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Expressed in the field r, (x) = <|>(x)-F, <0|?|0> = 0, it reads

2FG Z
x

with

- 2FGR -jg I iMx) (i|j(x+a )+*(x-a )-2jp(x)) + (III.2)

> t, (III.3)

With the identifications m = 2FG and r = 2FGR one indeed finds

the mass term and the Wilson term of (III.l), plus interaction

terms of the fermion with the Higgs boson t,.

The R dependent part of these interaction terms becomes in

the classical continuum limit a+0

- | Ra|d4x{)(/(1-Y5) U+Y5)tK
+> (III.4)

if R is kept fixed. However, this term is non-renormalizable as

it stands in (III.4), its scale dimension is 6 instead of <4

required for renormalizable terms. The factor a will effectively

lower the dimension to 5, still too high. For example, the vacuum

polarization correction to the ? propagator and the other z, n

point functions leads to counter terms not present in the origi-

nal action (quartically divergent for a-*0) .

One can lower the effective dimension by multiplying the R

term in (III.2) with an extra factor of a [21]. This gives a

free fermion action

1 V za

x,y
J~4i(x-a )) + 1 mi^(x)^(x) +

v v x

- r (III.5)

x,v
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The fermion propagator then is (cf. 1.13)

1 -1

{ - I yu
si-n P y

a + r S(l-cos p a ) + m } •
(III.6)

which has poles in Minkowski space for

1 2 2 2
—j- (-sinh Ea + I sin p.a) + (m+4r-r(cosh Ea+Zcosp.a)) =0.(111.7)a . <_ _ I . i

Apparently, the extra poles now persist at finite four-momentum

for a-»-0: for small Ea the dispersion law can be satisfied with

|p. |a=«ir, because the Icos p.a term does not give O(a ) con-

tributions anymore. (r=0(a°)). The difference is that the masses

of the high |p*| excitations [2] are not the same as the low

|p.| excitation: m+6r, m+4r, m+2r instead of m, and we have now

a handle on them: r. By taking the limit r-+°°, we can make the

high p. excitations disappear.

This is indeed the procedure we will follow. We start with

the free fermion action (III.5) plus interaction, calculate the

relevant diagrams, take the continuum limit and then we take the

limit r-*-°°. Sometimes this r limit gives divergent terms for which

the action is supposed to supply counter terms by suitable defi-

ning the (unrenormalized) parameters.

The action is made locally gauge invariant under vector

and axial vector gauge transformations in essentially the same

way as described in Chapter I. Part of the action that contains

the fermion field and its coupling to the gauge fields is
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(expia(eV

(exp-ia

+ m E ijl (x) ip (x)
x

(III.8)

This action gives again vertices with two fermion lines and an

arbitrary number of gauge boson lines. The IJIIJIV vertex factor is

-e expC^a k )(y cos^(p-q) a + ra sin^(p-g)ya) - (III.9)

p + q + k = 0

fig.7 •P Q

the I|H|/A vertex factor is

-g exp(|a k^) ra sin^ (p-q)ya) y (III.10)

p + q + k = 0

fig. 8
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An example of a two boson vertex is the vpipv V vertex

-a e26pvexp

+ ra cosi(g-p)va . (III.11)

One can check that the I/J0V vertex and the tytyA vertex have

the usual continuum limit, the other vertices vanish for a-*0.

Also notice two important differences of these vertex factors

from the vertices found in Chapter II with SLAC fermions: for

general momenta (i.e. not necessarily small compared to ir/a or

even not inside the range (—ir/a, ir/a) the vertex factors are

well-behaved analytic functions of the momenta and they are of

0(a°) for M>A /V resp OCa1""1"11"1) for IJMJIA'V1, contrary to the

factors in Chapter II which are 0(a ) for momenta of O(a ).
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2. Vacuum polarization and W A vertex function

In this chapter we will prove Lorentz covariance of the V

vacuum polarization and the W A vertex function at the one loop

level. Two diagrams contribute to the vacuum polarization I (p)

fig.10

a) b)

The contribution of the second diagram is

f+ir/a ,4

J ^
—ir/a

,

(y cos A a + ra sinS, a)} . (III.12)

Inspection shows that I* =0(a~ ). We defined

(b)
M(X,a) = m + r S(l-cosA a). Taylor expansion of I in the mo-

mentum p is trivial, as I does not depend on p. So we find

I^(P)= gV <5 v
I < b )/ where I ( b ) is a function of m, r and a,

I =0(a°), a covariant result.

The contribution of the first diagram is
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(a) 2 i K a -<4
Jyv " e exP(l(py~pv)a) )

-IT/a

+ ar sin U+^p) a) x

{~ly sini a + MOla))"1 (y cos(£+%p) a + ar sin(£+^p) a xa p p v v v

l-Ly sin(Jl+p) a + M( (Jl+p)a))-1} . (III. 13)
aQ 0 a

Here a Taylor expansion is less trivial. Write

Z Pp ljjjf (o)

Expression (III.13) is of order 0(a ), so is Iv"'(o).

Furthermore, it is an invariant tensor under the symmetry group

of the lattice: these symmetry transformations are generated by

the permutation of the axes and the reflections (examples are

Pli=(pl'P2'p3'p4) •*" pp = ( p2' pl' p3' p4 ) r e s p - •+ Pv=<&i'P2'
lp3'1?4)) '

The only invariant tensor of second degree is 6 , so

I.^)(o)= A 6 I(a)(m,r,a) , I(a)=O(a°), just like I ( ^ . Explicit

calculation shows that I a (o) and I cancel. To leading order

in I/a this can be seen from the Ward identity that has the same

form as in Chapter II:

^ ) = 0 . (III.15)
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To highest order in a"1 it reads E p
y

(o)) = 0, so

that indeed the quadratic divergence has to cancel.

Next, we turn to I (o) . There is no invariant tensor of

the third degree; for the permutations a generalized Kronecker

delta 6 , defined 1 for y=v=p and zero otherwise, would do,

but under the reflections it is not a tensor.

For I there are possibilities: combinations of

Kronecker delta's. Three different structures arise:

2 2

E P 5 i p p and p 6 ; taking the Ward identity into con-

sideration eliminates the last term and the first two come in
2

the combination PyPv~ £pp <Syv-

Further terms in the Taylor expansion converge if â -0, as

will be shown. Shift the integration interval to (-ir/2a, 3T/2a)

for all £ . The integrand in (III. 13) remains the same as it is

periodic in SL over 2Tr/a. Then divide the integration hypercube

in sixteen smaller hypercubes corresponding to (—n/2a, rr/2a) and

(•n/2a, 3ir/2a) for each I . First consider the hypercube

—n/2a<SL <ir/2a, for all I . In this hypercube we can estimate the

sin£a from the propagators: |— sin£a| > —|S,|. This allows us to

use the result from renormalization theory, that power counting

gives the highest degree of divergence (i.e. the lowest degree in

a)[18]. After three differentiations in p operating on at least

one vertex function (III.13), one gets an integral which behaves
3 2 2

as a O(l/a ), a O(l/a) or aO(Jlna). These contributions vanish in

the continuum limit. Three differentiations on the propagators

lead to a convergent integral (for a->-0) . The argument is the same

for the other terms in the Taylor expansion. And for the other

15 cubes a similar reasoning can be carried through.
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This proves that the dots in (III.14) are only terms that

are finite in the limit a-»-0.

Furthermore, it can easily be shown that one gets the same

finite part if one considers the expression obtained by taking

in (III. 13) the limit a->0, except for the integration boundaries.

From the first small cube, —n/2a<Z <7r/2a, one thus gets the

standard result for a particle with mass m. The other 15 cubes

give the same results, corresponding to 15 particles with masses

m+2r, m+4r, m+6r or m+8r. This will be shown in some more detail

at the end of this section. All the terms are Lorentz covariant.

Then we take the limit r-»-°°, the 15 extra particles get an in-

finite mass, and we can subtract their contribution by Lorentz

covariant counter terms.

This shows that in our lattice gauge theory the vacuum

polarization of the vector meson is Lorentz covariant in the con-

tinuum limit at the one loop level.

We emphasize that the smooth behaviour of the integrals

around p=0 was crucial for making the Taylor expansion. This

allowed us to separate divergent and finite parts in the same

way as in (regularized) continuum theory[19] . Because of this

analyticity, we also did not have to deal with factors like

|p | or 1/p : apparently under these circumstances the lattice

symmetry is sufficient to guarantee Lorentz covariance in the

continuum limit.

The discussion of the Lorentz covariance of the W A vertex

corrections proceeds along the same lines. An interesting

question which we will answer, is: where does the anomaly come

from ? To the W A vertex ruvc,(P»g)
 t n e diagrams in fig. 11 con-
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tribute at the one loop level.

V

fig.11

The vector Ward identities are

Z K y(p)* = 0 , k =-p-q (III.16)

We defer the discussion of the axial Ward identity.

The diagrams (a) are (superficially) linear divergent,

—1 —2
0(a ), the diagraiuo (b) and (c) are 0(a ) and have a factor a
from the four point vertex, diagram (d) is 0(a ) and has a

2
factor a from the five point vertex. To determine the divergent

part of r one has to make a Taylor expansion in p and q up to

linear terms. Because of the symmetry in (p,y-<-»-q,v) , the expan-

sion has the form

exp(- : (P,q) = r
(o)+ z P r(1) -

pva r v yva rp yvap
i r ( 1 ) +
!p yvap '••

(III.17)

r and F depend on m, r and a.

One can show that r (p,q) is a pseudo tensor under the
yva

lattice symmetry transformations. V
(o)
pva

is zero, because there is

no invariant pseudo tensor, so the linear divergence is absent.
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For r there is only one possible tensor: e
pvap uvap
The superficially logarithmic part of r (P/<3) could be

S(p -q )e r (m,a,r), but this term does not satisfy the
p p yvotp

vector Ward identity (III.16).

This proves that r (P/<3) is finite. To determine the

finite part of r we proceed in exactly the same way as with
yva

the vacuum polarization.By power counting, one proves that dia-

grams (b), (c) and (d) do not contribute to the finite part. To

be able to count powers, we have to split up the integration

hypercube, for which we refer to the discussion of the vacuum

polarization. One ends up with a sum of 16 terms, each corres-

ponding to the standard continuum result for a particle with mass

m+2nr (n=0,l,2,4), a vector charge e and an axial charge ±g. The

standard result [20j can be found in the Appendix to Chapter

II.2 (formula (3.8)). One immediately sees from this standard

expression that, if we take the limit r-«°,15 of the 16 terms

vanish, and only the contribution of mass m remains.

So we have shown that our theory leads to the standard

Lorentz covariant W A vertex function.

Finally, we turn to the axial Ward identity. We will also

explain why some particles have axial charge +g and some -g.

Let us consider the axial Ward identity in continuum theory

for the axial vertex Jj!(iA at the tree level.

k+p+g=0.
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fig.12.

X

The analogue in our lattice gauge theory is

Ka(k)*(-g exp(|aka)(Yacosi(p-q)aa + ra sin|(p-q)aa)

-g T. |sin-|a kQ + ra

M(pa) M(qa))Y5

- (M(pa)+M(qa)Y5}-g2:2r sin(|-aka (III. 19)

The last term in (III.19) is O(a ) and gives a vanishing con-

tribution when a->-0. We see, comparing (III.19) and (III.18) that

the function M takes the place of the mass.

The following diagrams contribute to the right-hand side

of the axial Ward identity for r (p#q)

fig.13
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We define the pseudo scalar vertex function

-g(M(qa)+M(pa»Y5 • M(fca) = m +r£(1-cosX^a) . ( I I I .20)
a

P—4r

k
5 p+q+k=0

fig.14

One can show that the diagrams of fig.13 are finite, and that

they are the only non-vanishing contributions to the right-hand

side of the axial Ward identity:

Z Ka(k)* ryVfl[(p,q) = ryv(p,q) + 0(a) . (III.21)

The integral representation for r is

f+ir/a 4-
3 J TT^pr Tr{[M((£-p)a) + M(
—ir/a

[ i E y sinU+q) a + M((£+q) a3 "1[ Y,.cos (A-%q) a + ra s inU-^q) a]
d p p v v v

i 2 y sinA a + M(£a)] ~1[ Y,,COS(l+hp) a + ra sinU+^p) a] } +a ^ a a y y y

+ O(a) . (III.22)

Shift the integration region to (-7r/2a, 3iT/2a) for all i. , divide

the integration region in 16 cubes as before. The first cube,

—rr/2a<fc <7r/2a, V , gives the standard result for a particle with
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mass m (cf. Appendix (3.7)):

[l fl-X
j dx J dy x

(m2+y(l-y)p2+2xy p.q+x(l-x)q2)~1

(III.23)

Now, consider the cube •n/2a.<l1<3ir/2a and —n/2a<Z

. Shifting the integration over I. to (—ir/2a, 7r/2a) ,

cos(£+..)1a and sin(Jt+..) ,a get a minus sign. Taking the con-

tinuum limit a->0, we find the standard expression for a particle

with mass m+2r, because M(£a)=m+r I(l-cosJl a)+r(l+cosJl.a) =

2 P^1

m+2r+0(aj, except that Yjis replaced by -Yi« Because of the

factor Y 5 the trace is non zero only if there is an odd number of

Y,'s. This allows to bring the minus sign in front of the inte-

gral, effectively changing g-v-g.

Considering the other integration cubes, we find that we

have 16 particles:

1 with mass m and chiral charge +g

4 m+2r -g

6 m+4r +g

4 m+6r -g

1 m+8r +g

Table I

Observe that there are 8 particles with +g and 8 with -g: the

anomaly is cancelled for finite r.

In the limit r->» the contributions to r of the 15 infinite
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mass particles do not vanish. From (III.23) we see that they

give exactly the usual anomaly:

The minus sign in front of the anomaly, the last term, is the

result of the sum 7. (+g)+8.(-g) = -g.

This finishes the discussion of the W A vertex function.

We have seen that the lattice gauge theory with a refor-

mulation of the Wilson prescription for fermions and both vector

and axial vector gauge invariance has a number of properties to

make plausible that it is a Lorentz covariant theory in the weak

coupling continuum limit. Power counting to determine the degree

of divergence holds, the amplitudes are regular in the external

momenta: this makes the isolation of the divergent part, by means

of a Taylor expansion possible, and makes covariance under the

rather limited symmetry group of the lattice sufficient to allow

only terms that are Lorentz covariant in the continuum limit.

However, a detailed proof remains to be given.
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The continuum limit of a lattice gauge theory is studied, using a gradient prescription
for fermion fields which satisfies axial gauge invariance. It is found that both the axial vec-
tor and polar vector Ward identities arc satisfied for the fermion triangle diagram. How-
ever, Lorentz invariance and locality are violated, unless one introduces appropriate
counter terms or more fermions.

1. Introduction

In recent years much attention has been paid to lattice theories. A reason for this
is the possibility of handling strong coupling [1-3]. The lattice implies a denumer-
able set of degrees of freedom in position space, which leads itself to a variety of
approximation methods, as well as to more general mathematical studies [8]. The
models are constructed in such a way that at the classical level a Lorentz-invariant
action is recovered in the continuum limit (lattice distance to zero). It remains to be
shown, however, that the full quantum theory comes out Poincare invariant in this
limit. This has not yet been achieved. Regarding the importance of the lattice meth-
od, we think it to be worthwhile to gain insight from the point of view of weak-
coupling perturbation theory [9]. Knowledge of the form of the necessary counter-
terms may well be a prerequisite for understanding the continuum limit in general.

Perturbation theory may also be useful for understanding ihe physical conse-
quences of the various'ways of treating fermions on a lattice. If one tries to transfer
a continuum theory with fermions to a lattice, there is a problem with the spectrum,
at least if one naively replaces derivatives by differences Susskind et al. [2] and
Wilson [1] have suggested ways of circumventing this problem. However, in their
procedures axial gauge symmeny is explicitly broken. There are other ways of
defining derivatives on a k'tice, which are not of the usual nearest-neighbour type
and which do not break axial gauge symmetry. The simplest method has been pro-
posed by Drell, Weinstein and-Vankielowicz [3]. They have tested their prescription,
together with interesting calculation techniques, on some exactly soluble models
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[3]. This method seems very promising from the point of view of chiral symmetry,
which is otherwise hard to formulate.

We have studied in perturbation theory the properties of a model with local ys

invariance on the lattice. We found that the method of Drell et al. leads to elemen-
tary vertex functions with a complicated momentum dependence, which is relevant
in loop integrals. In this article an example of a one-loop diagram is given where this
leads to an unacceptable continuum limit. It is the fermion triangle diagram, which
seems to be the obvious subject of a first investigation in a theory with axial sym-
metry, because of the so-called triangle anomaly in the continuum theory [4]. There,
it is impossible to fulfill both the naive axial vector and the naive polar vector Ward
identities for certain vertex functions at a single (or multi) loop level. The technical
reason for this is the fact that diagrams contributing to the Ward identities are super-
ficially linear divergent. However, in lattice theories everything is well defined and
convergent and the naive Ward identities are valid for any lattice distance. In the
continuum limit, if it exists, one expects a problem. The limiting expressions would
satisfy both Ward identities. But it has been proved [4] from general principles like
Lorentz invariance and locality, that this is impossible. So one expects that the con-
tinuum limit of the lattice theory does not fulfill these general principles.

To see what happens in the lattice formulation, we have explicitly calculated the
relevant vertex functions in the one-loop approximation. We found, indeed, that
their continuum limit does not respect Lorentz invariance and locality. The way this
comes about in the details of the calculation is sufficiently complicated to suggest
that other vertex functions have similar diseases, which could then imply a serious
problem to the method of Drell et al.

This paper has been organized as follows. In sect. 2 the lattice theory is defined
and the Ward identities are given. In sect. 3 we give the result of an explicit evalua-
tion of the vector-vector-axial vector (WA) vertex function at the one-loop level,
and some consequences of this result are discussed. Sect. 4 contains comments. There
are two appendices discussing in more detail the Feynman rules and the explicit cal-
culation of the VVA-vertex function.

2. The lattice field theory and the Ward identities

We define a field theory on an infinite four-dimensional Euclidean space-time lat-
tice. The lattice spacing is a, the lattice points are labeled with JCM = «Ma, n^ = 0, ± 1,
...; ji = 1, 2 ,3 ,4 . Because of the finite lattice spacing there is a momentum cutoff:

I M < ^ = A, M= 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . (2.1)
4

The Fourier-transform <p(k) of a function <p(x) on the lattice is defined by

$ £ k J V (2.2a)
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where

X • ' § •
with the inverse

(2.2b)

Consider the kinetic free part of the fermion action,
1

IQ = —LJ &(x)yu~Du(x -y)\js(y). (2.3)
i

Here £>M(*) is the derivative operator defined by

^<*> = / ( 0 ^ e ' k X . (2-4)

This is the direct generalization to infinite volume of the gradient operator used by
Drell et al. [3]. Because of the sharp momentum cutoff, D^x) is non-local. We shall
use this definition of the lattice derivative only for fermion fields, for boson fields
the normal nearest-neighbour definition is employed. The action Jo has two global
invariances,

(2-5a)

(2.5b)

which may be localized by introducing a polar vector field V^Qc) and an axial vector
field A^x), transforming as

V'# (*) = W + £ (x(x + aM) - x W). (2.6a)

K(x) = ylM(x) +^(!(x +aM) - ?0c)). (2.6b)

Here an is a vector along the ju direction, with length a. One then easily sees that the
following action / is a gauge-invariant extension of l0:

The summation over z in (2.7) is analogous to the familiar (straight) line integral
restoring gauge in variance. For ju = 4 for example, it is defined as follows. Because of
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X
V 11

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. Low-order vertices in the theory.

the gradient operator, only valuesxk =yk = zk, k = 1, 2,3 occur, and with 24 = la,
*4 = ma, ye, - na, we have

n-\

m-l

-a i-i
l=n

i f Jtr4

c, la), if x4 (2.8)

Note that the case JC4 =j>4 is not needed, sinceD^Qc) = 0 forx = 0.
Kinetic terms for A^ and V^ may be added to the action /, A^ and $ may be

given a mass by means of the Higgs mechanism, and gauges can be fixed in order to
do perturbation theory in the coupling constants e and g. As this is done in the same
way as in the continuum theory [7], this will not be dealt with here in detail.

In fig. 1 the vertices are shown that are relevant here, for example, the vertex la
represents the factor

with

= -p-q.

/«*. . - 1
ta

(2.9)

(2.10)

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. Diagrams for the one-loop contribution to rflva(p. q).
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Fig. 3. The pscudoscalar current vertex.

and the sawtooth function

Pli{p)=pll-2m\, for ( 2 m - l ) A < / v < ( 2 w

m = 0 ,± l , . . . . (2.11)

The factor i/K^fJc)* in (2.9) comes from the Fourier transform of the line sum in
(2.7). If all momenta are small compared to A, the expression (2.9) reduces to the
more familiar form -ey^. The other vertices in fig. 1 are explained in appendix A.

We shall calculate the W A vertex function TMva(p, q), shown in fig. 2. Before
giving the Ward identities we have to define a vertex involving a pseudoscalar current
(fig. 3). This vertex represents a factor 175.

The Ward identities are

T)Ktl(p)*riiva(p,q) = 0, k = -p-q. (2.12a)

a(k)* r ^ (p,q) = - limT^ip, q). (2.12b)

Here rMV(p, q) is defined in fig. 4. The proof of the Ward identities can be given as
follows. One writes the integral representation of V^^ip, q). The integrals are con-
vergent. Because of the sawtooth functions the integrands are periodic; therefore,
shifts of the integration variables are allowed, keeping the integration interval fixed.
The demonstration of (2.12) then proceeds along the same lines as the formal mani-
pulations in the continuum theory.

We have thus found a way of defining V^^, that respects both Ward identities.
This persists if we take the continuum limit a -*• 0 (notice: then K^ip)* -*/?M). As it
has been shown [4], that it is impossible to find such an expression for r^^,,

(a) (b)
Fig 4. One-loop diagrams representing r^pip, q).
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respecting general principles, it is interesting to calculate r p v a explicitly. This we do
in sect. 3.

3. The evaluation of the continuum limit of

Consider first the most interesting diagram, fig. 2a, the triangle,

-e2g

A ,4,
X J —r Tr{7a7s \jn - f (/ + <?)]yv[m - 4>(/)] y^m - ff(l - p)]}

—A

X {\m2 +PQ +q)2] [m2 +P(l)2] [m2 +PQ - p)2]}~1

X [~PVQ +q)+ Pv(0] [P»Q-P)- ?»(0] t^aC + <?) - ^ - P)]

+ (p,H-»q,i>). (3.1)

Using the standard technique for combining the propagator denominators, r\,,,a (2a)
can be written in the form

e2g A4 . . . .

X S Tr(7a7s7p7v7c7Ju7r)(? +^* +^ *- 2A+)p(r +/= - 2/r) opaT

X (r + f - p - 2/T)T (q - 2h+ + 2/r)v(p + 2A~ - 2ft*)M (k - 2h

X (t2 + e +//)~3 + (term with the trace of 47's and a 7S) + (p, ju *•> q, v).

(3.2)

Here the notation p = p/A is used, and r = xp - yq. We have assumed that pM ani gp

are much smaller than A, and that pM, qfl>0: then (r + q)^ > 0 and (r - p)M < 0.
The hat functions h(t) are defined by

hl=\ for l - ( / > + © J , < r M < l ,

= 0 otherwise; (3.3a)

h~=\ for -\<ttl<-\-{f-p\,

= 0 otherwise; (3.3b)
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h*=\ for ]->„</„<!, fM>0,

= -1 for -\<tll<-\+fpt, ?„<(),

= 0 otherwise. (3.3c)

In terms of these functions we may write, for instance,

/>M(A[r + r + q]) = AQ + r + q - 2h% .

Furthermore, e and //are given by

2 2 2 , (3.4a)

H = - 4 £ {(r +f - p - h-^h^ + tt +r +q - h\h1 + (/ +f - / i 1 ) ^ } .

(3.4b)

We have calculated the integral up to terms vanishing as A -* °°. There are no terms
increasing with A, which is also true in the continuum theory.

Compared to the continuum theory result [5], two new types of terms appear:

— TJ epo^iS^ + B^PpQo , <3-5a)
Ka po

- - Zy epitvakp(p- q)a . (3.5b)
Ka p

These terms come from the first and zeroth degree in t in the integrand of (3.2). One
does not get a factor ka from the integral cancelling the l/Ka in (3.2), if one has to
integrate over products like ta(h

+ - h~)a and (h+ - A*)a(/i
+ - h~)a. From the

importance of the hat functions to the new terms, one sees that these are surface
effects, in contrast to the normal terms which get their contribution from the origin
t = 0. In appendix B we discuss the calculation in somewhat more detail.

The diagram 2d vanishes becaus° the trace of the y matrices is zero, the diagrams
2b, c and 4b are of order I/A. The result of a lengthy but straightforward calculation
can be written as

aiP. td^Gnvaip, q) +—2" T-{? "

g S epllV0tkp(p - q)a} - 1 T/ ePllva(p - q)p\, (3.6)
p P J

^A £ 00 • (3.7)

In (3.6) G^aCp, q) is the standard result:
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p t

—21 6TT2G^a(p, q) = - —2- {i-J epiivappAx(p,q)

pa
, q)

pa
(p,

(3.8)

The invariant functions A \ (p, q), A3(p, q) and A4Q), q) are expressible in Ist(p, q),

1 1-* ~s,.t

-y)p + 2xyp • q x)q 2' (3.9)

=p- qA3+q2A4,

(3.10)

It may be checked that V^a satisfies indeed the continuum version of both Ward
identities (2.12). The anomaly in the axial vector Ward identity is cancelled by the
new terms. These terms do not destroy the vector Ward identity, because their sum
is, as it appears in (3.6), gauge invariant.

The result (3.6) was obtained for p^, qv > 0. For more general p and q, new
terms will appear which may be obtained from (3.5) by cyclic interchange of (p^,
qv, ka). Thus, terms with a factor l/pM or \jqv arise, but they are of the same char-
acter as (3.5a,b): non-local (i.e. non-polynomial) and not Lorentz covariant. That
the result (3.6) has indeed consequences for physical processes, is clear if one calcu-
lates, for example, the decay of an axial vector meson (which can be given a mass
via the Higgs mechanism) into two vector mesons (e.g. photons). The triangle diagram
contributes and the amplitude is not Lorentz invariant.

4. Comments

The non-locality can be traced back to the non-local gradient definition (2.4)
used here. Enforcing gauge invariance, this gradient leads to non-local couplings. With
external momenta small compared to the cutoff, the theory is effectively local at the
tree-graph level. With loop graphs present, internal momenta can still be large, and
effects of the non-locality may show up. The possible danger lies in overlapping hat
functions, as the example in appendix B shows. The situation here is relatively simple,
as many possibilities of overlap are excluded because of the antisymmetry of the
Levi-Civita tensor.

Locality and Lorentz invariance can be restored for the triangle diagram by adding
counter terms to the action, or by employing the customary cancellation scheme
using more fermions [6]. The latter scheme, which maintains axial symmetry, is pos-
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sible because the unwanted terms in (3.6) are mass independent, as in the anomaly
of the continuum theory. As for the counter terms (i.e., GMVa — r^P0(), we only wish
to remark that they have the same asymptotic behaviour as rMVQt, are non-local, and
break axial symmetry.

It is conceivable that this lattice theory can be defined in such a way that all ob-
servable amplitudes satisfy the requirements of locality and Lorentz invariance in the
continuum limit. Then it is only peculiar that in the fermion cancellation scheme
certain parts of the axial vector current would have matrix elements which do not
have these desirable properties. Only the complete current to which the axial vector
field couples would be local and covariant. Such a situation is similar to Coulomb
gauge electrodynamics. At the moment, however, the validity of this remains to be
shown.

This work is part of the research programme of the "Stichting voor Fundamenteel
Onderzoek der Materie (FOM)", which is financially supported by the "Nederlandse
Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (ZWO)".

Appendix A

From the action (2.7) one derives the following Feynman rules. The fermion pro-
pagator is (cf. (2.11))

[m + Jfe)]-1 . (A.1)

The sawtooth function is introduced because it automatically takes care of the fact
that on a lattice there is only momentum conservation modulo 2A. The term linear
in e in (2.7) leads to the V\l/\(/ vertex given in (2.9). Likewise, the term linear ing
gives the , 4 ^ vertex (fig. lb)

w+w (A2)

Since (2.7) is non-polynomial in the fields, there are also multi-boson, two-fermion
vertices. The VV\jj\j/ and AV\IJ^ couplings turn out to be

^ p ) - P»(P + *) - *V<P + 0 - /»Mfo)], (A.3)

») - PpiP + *) - PM(P + 0 - ^M^)] • (A-4)

The A^A^ty vertex is not needed, and about the A^ VvVK\j/^ vertex we only need
to know that its spinorial character is given by 7M7s', hence, the diagram 2c is zero.
Notice that the vertices with two or more mesons vanish for momenta smaller than
the cutoff.
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Appendix B

The evaluation of the trace in (3.2) leads to seven terms. As an example we will
sketch the calculation of the contribution of one of these terms, viz., -45MOepwjT:

£ epvOT

X (r +f + q-2h%(t +t-2/j±)(J(r +f -p-2h~)T

X (q -2h+ + 2h±\(p + 2h- + 2h%(k-2h~ + 2h+)a(t
2 + e-Hf)'3 . (B.I)

Third and second degree in t give no contribution because of the epsilon tensor. The
first degree in t contribution is given by (B.I), with the (p) - (a) - (T) product
replaced by

tT(q - 2ft+ + 2h%(p- 2h* + 2h-)o . (B.2)

Neglecting the hat functions the result is zero. To get a non-vanishing contribution
in the limit A -* °°, two or more hat functions must be overlapping, and at least one
hat function should have an index r. The only possibility is the overlap of the a and
the 11 hat functions with T = ju = a. The result of the r-integration and the limit A-*00

is

J6* dy 6"a ^ epvoi><IpPo<Ii>[2e(r»)r» - Pn\ • (B.3)

Here c3 is given by

c3 = «i - 6 a 2 + 1 2 a 3 - i , (B.4)

where

ak=J dkf(fc + r?+. . .+^)- 3 . (B.5)
- l

The first term in (B.4) appears if one considers the non-hat function part of the
(p) — (a) — (y) product, and the other terms, if one takes one or more hat functions
from this product. Evaluation of c3 gives: c3 = 7T2/16. The terms of zero degree in r
in (B.l) are evaluated in the same way, with the result

-4r T fdxdySm TJ epvailqppoqv[2xpfl - 20(/•„)/•„] . (B.6)

On adding these contributions (B.3) and (B.6), the 6 function disappears. Only the
pM term remains, and the final result is:

1 1 y>
^ • ( B - 7 )
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Summary of part A ""\

In part A of this thesis' we study weak coupling perturba-

tion theory of lattice gauge theories. First, we discuss the

relevance of lattice theory and of such a weak coupling study.

We take a simple model, a lattice gauge theory with one

fermion, a vector boson and an axial vector boson, invariant un-

der local U(l)xU(l) symmetry. The Higgs mechanism is used to give

masses to the fermion and the axial vector boson. We consider

quantum corrections for two possible formulations of fermions on

a lattice.

In Chapter I, we give some generalities on lattice theories

and discuss three lattice fermion formulations. Also the coupling

of the gauge bosons, gauge fixing and spontaneous symmetry

breaking are discussed in this context.

Chapter II is devoted to the lattice gauge theory with SLAC

fermions. After deriving Feynman rules we calculate the vector

meson vacuum polarization and the W A vertex function at the one

loop level. These calculations lead to Lorentz non-covariant and

non-local results.

In Chapter III Vilson's fermion lattice actio is adapted

for continuous chiral invariance. This reformulation uses spon-

taneous symmetry breaking, and results in 16 fermions instead of

one. The situation is reminiscent of the degeneracy of the naive

fermion lattice formulation in Chapter I, which has equal mass

fermions. In our lattice fermion treatment, however, the masses

of the 16 fermions are not equal: there are five different mass

levels, equally spaced and occupied by one, four, six, four and

one fermions respectively. The fermions also differ in chiral
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charge: eight have charge +g, eight -g. In this theory the ano-

maly in the axial Ward identity for the W A vertex function is

therefore automatically absent.

The spacing between the mass levels is a parameter in the

theory, and this allows the removal of all but one fermion from

the spectrum, although it is tempting to speculate on the

occurrence of such fermion multiplets in nature.

We calculate the one loop corrections to the vector meson

vacuum polarization and the W A vertex function. The results are

Lorentz covariant. It is shown in detail that in the axial W A

Ward identity the mass terms correspc .ding to the 15 fermionV

which are removed from the particle tj-ectrum, give the anomaly.

Furthermore, it is made plausible that the theory is Lorentz co-

variant in every order of perturbation theory.

The conclusion is that weak coupling perturbation theory

for lattice gauge theories favours our reformulation of Wilson's

treatment of fermions.
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Part B. Effective action approach to backward pion-nucleon

scattering
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some time ago Van Hove [l] made a connection between

one particle exchange amplitudes and Regge Poles. Summing

over the spins of the exchanged particles he obtained a

Regge formula assuming a suitable mass-spin relation.

About the same time Durand [2] studied such amplitudes in

the context of daughter trajectories and analyticity con-

straints. These methods were further developed [3] and led

Carlitz and Kislinger (CK) [4] to a possible solution of

the parity doubling problem in the Regge theory of fermions

(i.e. pure Regge pole amplitudes with linear trajectories

suggest mass degenerate parity doublets [5,6]). More recent

investigations have generalized to arbitrary external spin

and multi-Regge couplings [7,8]. These approaches may be

compared with the effective actions used in summarizing low

energy amplitudes. Besides giving an intuitive picture, the

advantage of such field theoretic methods is that general

requirements of analyticity are automatically incorporated;

this can be quite cumbersome in a pure S-tnatrix treatment.

The qualitatively new feature for fermion exchange

found by Carlitz and Kislinger is a special branch point in

the angular momentum plane, appearing naturally if a linear

trajectory m(J) = [(J-a )/a']2 is assumed for the exchanged

particle mass m(J), since contrary to boson propagators,

fermion propagators depend on m(J), as well as on m(J) .

The parity partner poles then lie on a different sheet of

the J-plane, and they do not imply the existence of particles
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with opposite parity. Subsequently, this mechanism was

generalized to dual amplitudes [9] and the phenomeno-

logical performance of a few models in this spirit has

been tested in backward pion nucleon scattering [10,11,12]

and photo production [13,14,15]. The models appeared to be

moderately succesful, as far as data fitting was concerned,

although the conclusions of the influential work of Berger

and Fox [11,13] were negative for qualitative reasons.

Perhaps because of this and also for being relatively com-

plicated, the model has not been very popular among Regge

phenomenologists [16,p.298] (ref.17 does not even mention

the model).

The situation with respect to CK approach is thereby

left in an unsatisfactory state, since one may argue that

this class of models has not been properly explored. For

instance, the questions of the presence or absence of wrong

signature zeros in the residue function and of strong or

weak absorption corrections have not been discussed in this

context. Furthermore, the properties of the models with

respect to the polarization in backward TTN scattering have

hardly been described.

This paper presents a new look at the CK models with-

in the effective action framework.

The description is based on the assumption that the

effects of the Regge poles are contained in the Feynman

diagrams of fig.l., where the propagators and vertex func-

tions correspond to composite fields in a fully interacting
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theory, presumably Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). We are

careful treating these propagators and vertex functions

initially in complete generality, thereby allowing for a

general discussion of Regge poles in the propagators and

avoiding unnecessary restrictions on the vertex functions.

P zero width and linear trajectory approximation for the

propagators (e.g. corresponding to the leading order in

the 1/N colour expansion of QCD) then leads to the CK

models, with the cut in the angular momentum plane due to

m(J) give:, above. A manageable scheme for phenomenology

involving relatively few parameters is obtained by working

to leading order in s and by assuming smoothness of the

residue functions.

A major new feature of this article, as compared to

all previous papers on CK models known to us, is its

dealing with the possible absence of wrong signature zeros,

as well as the inclusion of absorption. Since there is a

longstanding controversy [17,19] about the presence or ab-

sance of wrong signature zeros, it is worth comparing both

possibilities. The differences turn out to be crucial. We

also study the effects of non-singular and singular residue

functions (cf. section 3). The model of Berger and Fox

allows for a continuous interpolation between both our

cases according to the values taken by a parameter a

(a=+l for non-singular, a=-l for singular; cf. ref.13,

fig. 7, for some illustrative examples). However, even

for these values (a=±l) our model differs from theirs in an
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essential way, having to do with our treatment of the ver-

tex functions. Comparing with the experimental data we find

one model especially suited for an adequate description,

employing a non-singular residue and no wrong signature

zeros. The extrapolation of the residue functions from the

scattering region into the resonance region is satisfactory

and a major objection of Berger and Fox [ll] to the CK model

(in their version), namely wildly behaving residue functions

with completely wrong pole extrapolations, is absent in our

work. In fact, the proper residue extrapolation is an im-

portant aspect of this paper and we have found that it

leads naturally to a dip mechanism based on pole/CK-cut

interference.

Let us now make some remarks on the possible nature of

the CK-cut. We have looked into simple Bethe-Salpeter and

other descriptions of bound state fermions, for a cut pro-

ducing mechanism, and found none. However, on making

approximations in models with confining potentials, one can

encounter ratio's of gamma functions of the type

r(J+^)/r(J+l), to which a (J-a ) type approximation may in

some sense be reasonable. This is reminiscent of the way

the poles of Padi approximants can mimic the discontinuity

across a cut. But there is a CK-cut producing mechanism

known in the literature, the one found by Bartels and Savit

[l8] in the framework of Reggeon Field Theory. In their

calculations the bare fermion Regge pole structure is com-

pletely changed by pomeron effects, the non-analyticity
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coining from solutions to renormalization group equations.

The resulting branchpoint corresponds to a fractional

power, like the a parameter in the dual generalization

[9] of the CK models, on which the model of Berger and

Fox is based. Such amplitudes lie outside the scope of

the present effective action approach, which is more in

the spirit of the original CK paper, the branchpoint

originating from the square root in the approximate m(J).

In the scheme of Bartels and Savit absorption corrections

would not make sense, since there such "corrections"

are at the very origin of the cut, but within the frame-

work presented here the inclusion of absorption is

appropriate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The

propagators are introduced in section 2, where the CK

scheme is compared with the pure pole forms. Section 3

deals with the vertex functions and the contribution to

the amplitude following from fig.l. Section 4 gives the

Regge pole and cut formulas, section 5 the choice of para-

metrization and section 6 discusses the properties of the

amplitudes. In section 7 results of fits to backward irN

scattering data are shown. Concluding remarks are in

section 8. Four appendices (A: spectral representation

and parity decomposition of the propagators, B: useful

formulas, C: residue extrapolation and D: absorption pro-

cedure) complement the main text.
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2. THE PROPAGATORS

Particles belonging to a fermion Regge trajectory

may be described by towers of fields \pVl'' -lI& (x) .

Such fields could be a composition of quark and

gluon fields. An illustrative example is given by

I|JPI-'^(X) * q(x) DP2...Dy£[q(x)TCYPlq(x)] , where Dy is a

covariant derivative operator and C the charge conjugation

matrix; color and flavor indices are not explicitly indi-

cated and an appropriate symmetrization of internal and

external indices is understood. The I values in a tower

differ by steps of two: i,+h- j, j+2,... . Propagators of

such fields,

Gyi.-li Av,..v m ( A )

(2.1)

may have poles for certain values of A, indicating the

presence of stable or unstable particles. To examine these

more closely, we write, for l=m,

GPi...VA V I . . . V A ( A ) = 1
x

+ permutations of

Vi...va][Gj;(u) - (2.2)

where u=-A and where + ... indicates other tensor struc-

tures whose contribution to high energy scattering can be

neglected if a certain choice is made for them, which for
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vii ithe relevant Dirac covariants means using y y J instead

of a and y y.Ay instead of e A y y,.

(cf.appendix A ) . The invariant functions G, and G_ can be

shown to have the spectral representations (appendix A)

2

iff
2

i ( u ) = f iff
G 2 ( u )

= f I

r
w -u-ie

W^-u-ie

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

0 0

The positive weight functions p* and p_ describe the con-

tributions of intermediate states in (2.1) with natural and

unnatural parity (P=(-1)X and P=(-l)i+1 respectively),

total angular momentum l+% and total energy W in the centre

of mass frame. We take the fields to have a standard trans-

formation law under parity, specified by

ij;o-'"o(xo,x) 5 y° \l)o'"o{x°,-x) . This can be accomplished

by multiplication with y5» if necessary. In terms of the

functions

(2.4)

where

2

= n } f pj(w) ^ ^ - ±i (2.5)

the invariant functions G can be written as
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GJ(U) = I (2.6a)

(2.6b)

A bump in the weight functions p (W) , due to resonating

intermediate states, will lead to second sheet resonance

poles in the functions H (/u) :

H£(/u)
11 pole

(2.7)

Alternatively, for a given /u and varying Si, there will be

Regge poles. We assume the existence of functions H (/u,J),

interpolating the values of H*"(/u) at J=£+^=j,j+2,..., which

n
have the Regge poles:

|
pole

(2.8)

The poles (2.6) and (2.7) may occur for both parities n=±l,

or for only one of them. The width of the resonance at J=

is determined by Im m or Im ot m ) , since

nn "" n
(2.8) also implies a pole in u as the trajectory function

a (/u) approaches l+H. It is clear from (2.5) that there is

no pole in H^(/u) for negative Ren/u. So for Rer)/u negative,

either a (/u) cannot reach l+h or, if it can for certain

/u, & (Ai) should vanish there. This may be compared with

the usual solutions avoiding parity doubling in S-matrix
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theory (for references see for example [16] section 4.7

and 5.5). In our formulation, however, there is no reason

for parity doublets, since there is no reason why both

H+(/u,J) and H_(-/u,J) should have a Regge pole: the

existence of a (/u) does not imply the existence of

a_ (/u). The notation ot+(/u) used here should not be con-

fused with a similar one in S-matrix theory. Appendix A

clarifies this point.

The particle spectrum exhibits approximately linear

trajectories and this can be incorporated in a simple zero

width formula combining (2.7) and (2.8). Substitution of

p*(W) -*27T(S(W2-m5j))h (J) into (2.5) leads to

V J ) Bn

mn(J)-

-«n(u)

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

where the choice

(2.10)

has been made according to the linear trajectory function

a n ( / u ) = (2.11)

Apart from the pole at J=a , this expression also has a

fixed square root branch point at J=a . The associated cut

(-~»ao) is the CK cut [4].
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This branch point may really be there, or it may

only be due to the zero width approximation combined with

(2.10). But even if present, it may disappear in the com-

bination (2.4) which determines the invariant functions G

and G_ in (2.6). For this to happen there must be an inti-

mate connection between the positive and negative parity

contributions, such that both have a pole, with the same

trajectory function a+(/u) = a_(/u) = a(/u) =a +a'u and a

residue h (J) of the form
n

2a' h (J) =
[ lJ-aQ)/a']

(2.12)

where p and 3., are analytic at J=a . This then leads via

(2.9) and (2.4) to the form

H(/u,J)

?f(/u,J) =

J-a(u)-ie
(2.13)

(2.14)

However, there need not be such a relation between

both parity contributions. In this paper we accept (2.9) as

a simple phenomenological formula. A function H (/u,J) is

assigned to each of the four leading trajectories in the

Chew-Frautschi plot (N /Ng/N and A. for backward TTN scat-

tering; see [6] for nomenclature). The relation between H

and H_ is then to be determined by experiment.
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3. VERTEX FUNCTIONS AND THE RESIDUE FUNCTION

There is no reason why the vertex functions entering

in fig.l should not have the most general form. With the

help of an effective lagrangian the following expressions

can be obtained:

V

with s a scale factor,

^(p'+q) , k' = %(p+q«) , (3.2)

and

V3 TT.A + V'

(3.3a)

V
Y<S =

 {(V1 " V2 y'k + V3

(3.3b)

In (3.1) the ... represent other possible tensor structures

whose contribution is non-leading in the high energy limit.

To the invariant functions V±=V^(u) and V|=V^
£ (u) will cor-

respond interpolating functions V.(u,J) and V!(u,J), as in
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section 2. In the spirit of the zero width approxima-

tion we take them to be real, for backward elastic

scattering Vi=V^.

Concentrating on the diagonal terms &=m, one finds

from fig.l with external line spinors added, using the

vertex functions above and the propagators in section 2,

that the dots in (3.1) and (2.2) do not contribute to

2 2

leading order in s(k'.k = (t-s)/4^-s/2; k ,k' ,k'.A and

k.A stay fixed with u). The contributions to the usual

invariant amplitudes B and A1 = A + %(M+M')B, defined by

take the form

A' - -*• (Z*.\

B = - Z(^)
J o

[F(/u,J)+F(-/u,J)] ,

[F(/u,J)-F(-/u/J)J

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

with (cf.(2.4),(2.5) )

F(/u,J) = H(/u,J) Z(/u,J) Z'(/u,J) (3.5)

Z(/u,J) = X(u,J) + /u Y(u,J) (3.6)

X = VJ - MV2 + (y'
2-M2-u)V4 ,
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- - T V2 - V3 " 2 M V4

M2 = -p2 , y2 = -q2

and similarly for X1, Y1, Z', M1, y1. Hence, the contri-

bution of a Reggeon to A1 and B is given by F{/u,J), which

factorizes into a pole part and a residue function

(cf.(2.9)).

R(/u,J) = h(J) Z(/u,J) Z'(/u,J) (3.7)

(the explicit label n on h(J), « , a1 etc. will from now

on be omitted). We expect that the inclusion of possible

non-diagonal terms H^m, as well as other possible contri-

butions from fields with essentially the same quantum num-

bers, does not change this form (3.5) of F, and we shall

continue with expressions (3.4) - (3.7).

Let us now discuss the analytic properties of the

residue function (3.7). It is expected to have zeros for

certain half integer J<o. In the literature [17,19] there

has been much discussion about the presence or absence in

the amplitudes of wrong signature zeros (WSZ). We shall

allow for both cases, and compare with experiment. Then the

zeros of the residue function take place at the values
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j-2, j-4,- . . for no WSZ

jo-lf Jo"2, jQ-3, ... for WSZ

The value of j is determined by the following heuristic

argument. In a constituent model analytic continuation in

J means analytic continuation in L, the lowest possible

orbital angular momentum. One expects the first WSZ at the

J value corresponding to L=-l. Therefore, the parameter j

is taken to be j =j in case the lowest state on the tra-

jectory has L=0 in the constituent quark model (N ,A_) and

j =j-l if the lowest state has L=l (N ,N ) (for nomenclature
o p Y

see ref.6). The trajectory parameters used by us in the fits

to backward irN scattering are given in table I. They were

chosen from a fit to the particle spectrum.

Another important question is whether the residue

function itself is singular (becomes infinite) at J=<*# by

a term or factor (J-ot ) . For the complete amplitude this

is not allowed by u-channel unitarity [20], but within the

approximations made already this argument does perhaps not

apply [4] . What is called here a singular residue, cor-

re^Spbnds in elementary particle exchange to a propagator

of the form (omitting Lorentz vector indices)

[mUl^V'lmfJl-T.iSl/JinlJ). This has an extra factor

l/2m(J) compared to the customary expression for <o | T ijiip | o>

in canonical field theory. In the literature, ref.11,13,14
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use a singular residue, refs.12,15 a non-singular one.

Although we favour a non-singular residue, we shall carry

on both possibilities and confront them with experiment.

We shall also consider models whose residue function

contains terms with a factor (J-° ) , coming from a

possible dependence on m(J) (such a possibility was sugges-

ted in ref.4).Note that such singular terms, if present in

the vertex functions, would imply that the contact terms

of the propagators contribute to the J-plane singularities.

This is outside the spirit of our approach, which concen-

trates on the connection between particle poles and Regge

poles.

The residue possibilities will now be made more ex-

plicit. Although only the product hZZ1 is relevant, we shall

for notational convenience treat the factors h and ZZ' se-

parately, and write

h(J)

0(J) = 1 for NSR

for SR

C(J) = l/r(l+J-Jo) for WSZ ,

= 1/T(l+^-l) for no WSZ , (3.8)

where "SR" stands for "singular residue" and "NSR" for non-

singular residue".
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4. REGGE FORMULAS

The series (3.4) diverges. It is only meant to

summarize the Regge singularities in the angular momen-

tum plane. The high energy form corresponding to (3.4)

is obtained with the SommerfeId-Watson method. Let us

separate terms even and odd in /u,

ZZ* = r e v e n
 + / u r

odd , (4.1)

with (cf.(3.6))

reven(u,J) = XX' + uYY1 , (4.2a)

rodd(u,J) = XY1 + X'Y . (4.2b)

A definite parity contribution to A' and B can then be

written as

/s A' = n D j v e n + u D° d d , (4.3a)

/ „ rv O (^ J_ r,even ,. ,. .

vsB=T\D. ^7 ' (4.3b)

with (p =even, odd)

D?
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and similar for D?,, with m(J) -* 1. As mentioned in the

previous section, we wish to compare with models in which

the rp functions contain a term with (J-a ) , hence we

put

rp(u,J) = Sp(u,J) + (J-aQ)* T
p(u,J) , (4.5)

where Sp and Tp are real entire functions of u and J. Upon

making the replacement

' simr(J-j) '

the sum (4.4) is evaluated in the usual way by contour in-

tegration, keeping only the contributions of the Regge pole

and the CK cut. The result can be expressed as

vV Dp = C+[S
P] + a'u P[TP] , (4.6a)

(NSR)

DP, = P[SP] + C+[T
P] , (4.6b)

in the NSR-case, and for the SR-case as

/a 1 Dp = P[SPJ + C+[TP] , (4.7a)

(SR)

Dp = CJSP] + P[TP] . (4.7b)
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Here, for general f(u,J) (o=±) :

P[f] = )a p(ot) z(a) f (u,a) , (4.8)

f] = P[f] (4.9a)

riff] = a (-l)J+h i / dJ ( i ; f («.

(4.9b)

The particle poles are contained in p(J), and z(J) is a

signature factor. For the WSZ-case

P(J) = a- SBO11,™-1K r(j-C

-if (J-j) v
z(J) = e " cos \ (J-j)

(4.10)

(4.11)

while for no WSZ j Q -* j, r(j-J) and

cos^(J-j) •+ 1. The function P[ f] is a simple Regge pole

form whereas the CK cut contribution is given by C'[ f] .

The pole part of C [ f] cancels for a<a against C'[ f], so

that C [ f] may be expressed as a principal value integral.

For T=0, Dj is pure C and D_ is pure P in the NSR-case, and

vice versa for the SR-case. There is pole-cut interference

in A' and B due to even-odd interference and, if Tj«O, due

to S-T interference.

The lower limit of integration in (4.9b) has been ex-

tended to J=-°°, which makes sense only if the integral con-
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verges. This depends on the behaviour of the residue

function at large negative J, which is unknown, but which

should not be relevant because neglected non-leading con-

tributions from lower lying trajectories or multi-Regge

exchange are equally important there. One would expect the

relevant J values to lie in the region <x-l<J<a . In this

region we assume the f(u,J) to be smooth, and then the ex-

pression (4.9b) can be dealt with by approximating

p(J) A2(aQ-J) + A3(aQ-J) (4.12)

The constant A is taken to be the residue of the pole in

J=j of the left-hand side. The other A's are determined

by requiring equality of both sides in the three points

Jfc = ao+<x'uk, ux = 0.05, u2 = -0.35, u3 = -0.9. The

approximation (4.12), which is also used for the pole form P,

is better than a percent in the region -1.1 < u < 0. The

values for A ,...,A_ are in table II (s =1).

If now smoothness is assumed for the functions S and

T, taking them to be low order polynomials in J, then the

p(J) f(u,J) part of the integrand in (4.9b) can be expressed

as a pole term plus a polynomial in J. Using the lower limit

as indicated (the region J < a-1 being suppressed by (s/s ) )

the integral can be evaluated in terms of the error function

(cf.appendix B).
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5. SPECIFIC MODELS

In this section special parametrizations are given

for the residue functions Sp and Tp introduced in (4.5).

There is as yet no realistic model for calculating them.

We have looked [2l] into the Bethe-Salpeter model with

harmonic binding of ref.22 for hints to a reasonable para-

metrization. This led us to using a common factor exp(cu).

In the resonance approximation (ref.22,p.104) such a fac-

tor stems from the overlap of wave functions, whose expo-

nential fall-off is determined by the confining potential.

For this reason we restrict c to be positive and use the

same.c for all Reggeons. On similar arguments only one

common scale parameter s is used. In pure pole models

with linear trajectories s and c are equivalent, since

s~J -+ s~a(u), but here the J and u dependence of Sp and Tp

are separated in the cut-integral (4.9b) and s and c are

not equivalent. There is more freedom left here for para-

metrization than in the pure pole models. Various possi-

bilities may be lumped into three classes:

I : Tp E 0 ,

II : all Sp and Tp non zero ,

III : S e v e n and T e v e n non zero; S o d d E 0 , T o d d = 0.

Each class can be combined with the WSZ/no WSZ and SR/NSR

alternatives. Of course, class II essentially contains I

and III and, in particular, II with SR contains also the

NSR case if Sp « (J-ct ), as can be seen from (4.6) and (4.7).
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We prefer class I because of its simplicity: the CK

cut is introduced through the explicit linear appearance

of m (J) in (2.9) and no further linear dependence on

m(J) needs to be introduced in the zero width-linear

trajectory approximation. There is no reason for introdu-

cing the extra splitting (4.5) extending class I to class

II, as suggested in [4]. Within class I we prefer the NSR

case, since it corresponds to the usual free field propa-

gators and since it does not violate u-channel unitarity

[20], as already mentioned in section 3.

Class III, which has the artificial restriction to

pure ye coupling in the vertex functions, is mentioned

here for comparison with the literature. It is suggested

by ref.4 (with SR) and the CK models used in describing

backward irN scattering [10,11,12] fit roughly into this

class. The models in refs. 11 and 12 do not fit in pre-

cisely, since ref.ll uses a continuous interpolation be-

tween NSR and SR and in ref.12 the CK branchpoint is

allowed to vary with u. In a certain sense, class III is

the opposite of I: there is P-C interference, in I due to

even-odd interference (cf.(4.3)) and in III due to S-T in-

terference.

The assumption used in restricting the residue func-

tions is smoothness: after extraction of the factor exp(cu),

S and T are represented by low order polynomials. In

backward 7rN scattering there is a positivity constraint on

Sp and Tp, because then Z1 = Z (cf. (4.1),(4.5)) which im-
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plies ZZ1 > 0 for u > 0, J-a > 0. This matters, since we

extrapolate to the particle pole J=j, u=m(j) and compare

the residue function there with the experimental value

(appendix C). The constraint is automatically incor-
2

porated by parametrizing S (instead of parametrizing Z ,

i.e. S p and T P ) , which has the additional attractive feature

of imposing factorization explicitly. This may be useful for

comparing processes with different external particles. The

following parametrization has been used in fitting the ex-

perimental data:

Z(/u,J) = [x + x'm(J) + y/u] e % c u (5.1)

with m(J) given by (2.10), and x,x' and y constants. It

follows that

seven

S o d d = 2xy e c u , (5.2a)

/a'T e v e n = 2xx« ecu, /a'T o d d = 2x'y e c u . (5.2b)

In class I x1 = 0 , in class III y = 0.
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6. PROPERTIES OF THE AMPLITUDES

The s-channel helicity amplitudes are for large s

given by

T+- = /s A' , T++ = vciuT B , (6.1)

where -u1 = u -u > 0 , u = u(9=180°). Although u is of

order s , it is necessary to deal with it, since T++ has

a kinematic zero at the extreme backward direction 9=180°.

In models of class I the residue function factorizes its

dependence on u and J, implying that the D? introduced in

section 4 have the form

D£(S,U) = rp(u)Dk(s,u) , (6.2)

where (cf. (4.6), (4.7))

D ! = C+[l j / /a ' , D2 = Pfl] for NSR , (6.3a)

Dl = Pflj/^a1 , D2 = C_[l] for SR . (6.3b)

It follows that

= f(u)g(s,u) + uQs|B|
2 , (6.4)

Im T++T*_ = -nZ-u1 f Im Dĵ D* , (6.5)
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where

g(s,u) = |Dj 2 - u|D2|
2 , (6.6)

f(u) B r e v e n(u) 2 - u r o d d(u) 2 (6.7a)

|X(u)2 - u Y(u) 2| 2 e 2 c u for (5.1) (6.7b)

\Z\ if u < 0 .

Hence, in case one exchange dominates and neglecting the

u -term in (6.4) (and absorption), the polarization is in-

dependent of rp(u):

P =
2Im T++T+-

(6.8)

where ty, = arg(D, ). The predictions for N and A. exchange

in backward uN scattering are shown in figs.2. Actually in

these figures the combination

g1 = |D1(s,u)|
2 -u1 |D2(s,u)|

2 (6.6)

is used, as this seems more appropriate for these quali-
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tative illustrations. The sign of the polarization near

u'=0 can be understood from the approximate forms (B9).

In the reaction ir'p+pir", where only 1=3/2 exchange is

allowed which is dominated by 4. exchange, there is the

prediction P>0 near u'=0. This we have noted to be un-

affected by absorption corrections and it agrees with ex-

periment (cf. section 7). It is interesting that the posi-

tive polarization is also predicted in a pure pole model

with a very strong /u dependence in the A. trajectory

function [23]. The sign of P in pure N exchange is seen

to depend crucially on the presence (WSZ) or absence (no

WSZ) of the wrong signature zero at -u1 * 0.2 (units are
2

in GeV ). In particular, the large positive polarization

near u'=0 for the WSZ, NSR) case is in conflict with the

data on ir+p ->-p7r+ (section 7), which reaction is usually

supposed to be dominated by N exchange.

In class II models the predictions are still true

asymptotically, since the T-dependent part of the D-

functions is always down by a factor S. (cf.(B4)) with

respect to the S-dependent part. At present energies,

however, O(ft ) effects cannot be neglected and depending

on the magnitude and sign of Tp, the polarization near

u'=0 can have either sign so that there is no prediction

in class II.

The unabsorbed differential cross section due to a

single exchange in the type I models can be read from egs.

(6.4), (6.6) and (6.7). Note that in the parametrization
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(5.1), the function f(u) has no interesting structure

for u< 0. Let us for the moment neglect the term u s|B| in

(6.4). Fig.3 shows the functions [D.J and [D-l as well as

the combination g1 in (6.6)', for the no WSZ case. The

functions D- and D , as they enter in g1, are similar tc

the way B and A1 make up the differential cross section. It

can be seen that D,(NSR) has a shallow dip near -u'=0.3-0.4,

which can be qualitatively understood from (4.9) by comparing

it with the Breit-Wigner (narrow width) approximation to a

dispersion integral. This shallow dip has disappeared from

the combination g1, as it is filled in by the D_ contribu-

tion. Fig.4a shows how the N wrong signature zero at u'«-0.2

(a(u)=-l/2), which is present in the pole amplitude

P[l] = /a1 DjfSR) = D2(NSR), is displaced in the cut

amplitudes C_[l] = D2(SR) and C+[l] = Vot' Dj (NSR), such

that the combination g' has no dip (SR) or essentially no

dip (NSR) . The A* wrong signature zeros lie outside the

region 0<-u<l, and the A.(WSZ) amplitudes shown in fig.4b

have a dip structure similar to the no WSZ amplitudes in

fig.3b. The curvature away from exponential behaviour is due

to the wrong signature zero at u' * 0.37 (a(u)=l/2).

It is clear from the behaviour of the g1 amplitudes

in fig.4a that the well-known dip structure near u' * 0.2

in the backward ir p differential cross section cannot be

explained in these models by strongly dominating N (WSZ)

exchange, which is the often favoured mechanism in pure

pole models. In the NSR case the dip in D.,(Na,WSZ) is in
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the wrong place and it is filled in by the D_ contribution,

whose dip is in turn filled in by D,. In the SR case the

Dĵ  amplitude has the right dip structure but this is again

destroyed by the strong D2 contribution. In general, the

D2/D, ratio is large near u'=0 and asymptotically this

ratio is set by the factor (nH) for NSR or 2(£/TT) for SR

(cf. (6.3), (B2), (B4) and (B9)).

Another well-known dip mechanism [24,11,19] is the

interference between structureless Reggeon amplitudes and

their strong absorption "correction" (cf. appendix D).

Standard expectations [19] for the dip position would be

u1 <* -0.2 for A1 and u1 « -0.5 for B. For a not too large

B/A' ratio the dip in A1 would be visible in the differen-

tial cross section. However, here the large D-ZD, ratio

tends to give a large B/A1 ratio and the strong absorption

dip mechanism fails in these models for pure N exchange.

The reason for this depends crucially on our insistence on

a reasonable residue extrapolation to the lowest particle

pole, smoothness assumptions as embodied in explicit para-

metrizations such as (5.1) , and the actual values

of coupling constants and differential cross sections.

Assuming N dominance in IT p+pn , let us estimate the resi-

due parameters, neglecting the phase difference between D^

and D_ (for NSR, *1-*2
 = 8° a t u'=0» 3 8° a t u'=-0.l9). The

pion-nucleon coupling gives the constraint (appendix C):

reven(m2) + nm rodd(m2) = G2 , (6.9)
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with m=0.938, G =546 and n=+l- Then with pure Na exchange.

the differential cross section data on a+ (

determine (cf. (4.3))

section 7)

VI I u r°dd|D2|) 25 at u=uQ,

PT = 5.9 GeV/c.

For the three parametrizations i) r
e v e n and r° both con-

stant, ii) (5.1), with x'=c=0 and iii) Z=a exp{^b/u), we

find for the NSR case, i) reven=128, rodd=444, ii) x=y=12,

iii) a2=162, b=1.29. In all three cases rodd>0 near u'=0,

implying constructive interference between D, and D_ in the

B-amplitude and destructive interference in A1 (cf. (4.3)).

Hence, the large D̂ /D., ratio near u'=0 implies a large B/A*

ratio, which eliminates the absorption dip in A1 from the

differential cross section. For the SR case the same con-

clusion holds, as at u'=0: > D., (NSR) leads to

reven(SR) reven(NSR) and rodd(SR) > rodd(NSR).

The numbers above imply a dip mechanism which to our

knowledge has not been discussed before in the literature:

namely, the destructive D,/D_ interference in A'(N ,no WSZ,
•!• fc Of

NSR or SR). Let us estimate the position of this dip. Ne-

glecting the phase difference between D, and D_, it is given

by the equation A'=0, or

-u =
revcn(u)|Dl(s,u)|

rodd(u)|D2(s,u)j
(6.10)
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For the parameter values above we find i) u1(dip)«-0.13,

ii) u'(dip)«- 0.15, iii) u1(dip)«-0.19, where the

approximation jD̂ j = 0.178 exp(7.2 u'), |D2| = 0.51 exp

(3.45 u1) is used. Neglecting u leads to slightly larger

values of -u"(dip). Before commenting on these values we

shall deal with the question of how the B amplitude is to

be reduced relative to A1, i.e. which other effects deter-

mine the flip/non-flip ratio .

What has been left out of the discussion above is the

interference of N with other exchanges. The No exchange
ot B

has exactly the right properties for effectively influencing

the flip/non-flip ratio. The trajectories of N and N ,
ot p

obtained from a fit to the particle spectrum, almost coin-

cide. There is some effect of the difference between the

P(J) functions in (4.10), but the complex functions D, _
•i » *

for N and N exchange are very similar, except for an over-
01 p

all sign due to the factor exp(iirj/2) in (4.11) . Therefore,

the D_ terms in eg, (4.3) can be cancelled approximately

between the N and N contribution, while the D, terms add,
Ot p -L

because n(N )=-n(ND), and the flip/non-flip ratio is easily
a p

monitored by the N /N and even/odd ratios. Note that the
ot p

sign of the amplitudes at u'=0 is fixed by the extrapolation

to the particle pole at J=j; even for the WSZ case the

choice made for j (section 3) implies the right relative
sign between the N and Nn amplitude; since with j (Nn)=3/2ot p op
the first residue zero of N is at J=h, the sign change of

P

which is cancelled by the signature factor cos TJ-( j-J).
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The N is often excluded in baryon exchange models on
P

grounds of the small elastic widths of the states on the

trajectory. Indeed, we find G (ND) * 22 compared to
P

G2(KL) * 546. However, even with reven(N ) = reven(NQ) at
« a p

u=0, very reasonable parameter values easily satisfy (6.9)
2

with m « 1.7, G = 22, r)= -1. For instance, the very values

of a and b obtained for the parametrization iii) above,

give an extrapolated value of G (N.)=18. One expects
P

r° (0) to be positive. Note also that there is no reason

why the residue function should not have zeros for u>0, as

long as it stays >0. The ND is one of the high lying tra-
fcs

jectories in the Chew-Frautschi plot and in our opinion its

contribution should be included in exchange models.

With Ng exchange present, the dip in the IT p backward

scattering data can be explained by either of the mechanisms

put forward: wrong signature zeros (SR is preferred as

D (NSR) shown in fig.4a has the wrong shape), strong ab-

sorption, or the D,/D_ interference mechanism. In the latter

case the value of u(dip) is influenced by the N. interference
P

(notewith rodd>0 A'(N ) itself has no dip), eq.(6.10) being
P

replaced by
reven|D?

rodd|Da, .

It is clear that -u(dip) is pushed to higher values by the

inclusion of N . Starting with two parameters per exchange,
P

imposing the right pole extrapolations and the value of a+
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at u'=0 leaves one free parameter to determine the position

of the dip in A1 and the B/A1 ratio. Since there is uncer-
2

tainty about the G values and the precise meaning of smooth-
2

ness of the residue function, we prefer the x method des-

cribed in appendix C.

In practice the mechanism complies very well with the

data (section 7 ) , without absorption corrections, but also

with only elastic absorption and even with considerable in-

elastic absorption. Usually a dip present in the unabsorbed

amplitude is displaced towards smaller value of |u'| by the

absorption correction. In this case an increase of absorptionsvfin ftvon
generally neccesitates an increase of r and r. which

ex p
_ j j

via (6.9) leads to a decrease of r and an increase of

r° (assuming all r p to be positive), with the result
P ot, p

that -u(dip) increases (cf.(6.11). The increased absorption

correction then brings the shifted dip position back to its

original place. With strong absorption the values of r13

ex, p

can be such (eg. r =»0) that the unabsorbed amplitude has

no dip for u'<0, so that the dip in the full amplitude (re-

sulting from the interference of the unabsorbed amplitude

with the absorption correction) is a standard strong ab-

sorption dip.

For the reaction IT p->pir the only exchange candidate

is A*. Going through similar arguments, let us first neglect
o

u , i.e. set u =0 and equate u and u 1. The data on a_ (sec-

tion 7) at P- = 5.9 GeV/c then determine |T | « 9 at u=0

which for NSR and no WSZ leads to r e v e n(0) « 36 (neglecting
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absorption).In each of the parametrizations i) - iii),

eg.(6.8) with m=1.24, G2(Ag)=125 and n=-l then requires

r (u)<0. For instance, in ii), x=6.0, y=-4.2. It follows

that also in this case there is constructive Dj/D, inter-

ference in B, destructive interference in A1, resulting in

a large B/A1 ratio, with the consequence that even with

strong absorption there will be no dip structure in the

differential cross section a_, in accordance with experi-

ment.

In practice, this attractive coherent picture is

spoiled if we do not set u =0. At P =5.9 GeV/c uQ effects

are still large, although u is fairly small (0.062). How-

ever, in TT p-*-pir the difference between u ^0 and u =0, can

be incorporated in a change of parameters, leaving the qua-

litative picture unchanged. For TT~p-»-pTr there is a slight

forward flattening of the experimental cross section which,

if it is real, may in WSZ models be due to the proxi;.... ;y of

a WSZ (A*) at J=k (fig.4b), or it may be due to a large B/A1

ratio, larger than predicted by the no WSZ models since
2

fig.3b does not show any sign of it. In data fitting by x

minimization this flattening tends to induce destructive

interference in B through the term u S|B) in (6.4), choosing

y>0. Note that the function f(u) is insensitive to the sign
2

of y (eq.(6.7b)), but the pole extrapolation G depends

crucially on it (eq.(6.9)). The result is that data fitting

with u 7*0 often leads to very low values of G (A,.), much

smaller than reven(u'=0)t To illustrate the effect of u S|B|
2

o • '
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in (6.4), we compute its magnitude using the values of x

and y mentioned above: at u=0 we find u S|B| =109 whereas

2
y->— y>0 gives u s|B| =17.3. Note that these numbers have to

2
be compared with 9 =81.

Since u is of order 1/s and since terms of order

1/s have been neglected in deriving the high energy form

of A' and B, it seems best to neglect u as well and use

u=u', since this does not destroy the qualitative theoreti-

cal insight provided by the term f(u)g(s,u) in (6.4). The

effect of the nucleon pole being close to the physical re-

gion is thereby diminished, however, and one might instead

prefer the attitude of keeping u and not bothering about

the A,, pole extrapolation.
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\

7. COMPARISON WITH THE BACKWARD irN SCATTERING DATA
2

We have performed extensive x fitting to the back-

ward pion nucleon scattering data at 5<PL<6 (pL
units are GeV/c):

- Hu <ir+P->Pir+> ' P
L

= 5 - 2 t 3 4^ a n d

CTo s= fr2- (Tr~p^mr°) , PT=5.9 [38], P = 6 [39,40]

a E f^ (ir"p*pTr") , P =5.91 [35] /
^ QU J-i

P+ i P(ir±EH-pTr±) , PL=6 [36,37] -

There are problems with the shape of a+ and a , as dif-

ferent experiments are conflicting and there seem to be

inconsistencies even within a single experiment (0 at

PL=5.91). See refs.25,26 and 17,p.2O6 for a discussion of

the data. Electromagnetic radiative corrections are claimed

to be important [33] but they have only been included in

the data of De Marzo et al.[40] on a . As usual there is

also the problem of relative normalization of the differ-

ential cross sections.

Because of these uncertainties and the approximate

nature of the model, we are not interested in obtaining the

best possible x value to a particular choice of data, but

prefer slightly imperfect fits with a minimal number of

parameters, aiming (cf. appendix C) at a reasonable extra-
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polation of the residue function into the particle region

u>0. The a data are so confusing that we avoid, if pos-
2

sible, including any of them in the x minimization. Con-

trary to refs. 11,25 and 26, we do not change the relative

normalization of the experimental cross sections. It turns

out to be impractical to use the scale factor sQ as a fit-

ting parameter, because of strong correlations. Most fits

have used s =1, some have been duplicated with s =2, with

much the same results. We shall concentrate on the class I

models, especially the NSR case.

The model I (NSR,WSZ) cannot fit the data. This is

hardly surprising in view of the poor qualities of the func-

tion D. (N ) shown in fig.4a (the No amplitudes are very si-

milar) .

The model I (NSR,no WSZ) with the parametrization

(5.1) and only elastic absorption gives a reasonable des-

cription of the data, except for P_, which is essentially

the one predicted in fig.2b. Figs.5,6,7 and 8 show the re-

sult of a fit (sfit 1) to the a. data at P=5.2 and P=5.9,
T Jj Jj

cr_ at P =5.9 and P+ at P =6, together with the extrapolations

to higher energies. The predicted a cross sections are com-

pared with the data in fig.9, and fig.10 shows the predic-

ted P at PL=6, which corresponds to solution 6 in ref.26.

The parameter values are given in table III/ and a plot of

the residue functions Z is given in fig.11.

We consider it a success of the model that P_>0 near

u'=0, but there is a clear discrepancy at larger momentum
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transfers. This may be due to stronger absorption and/or

multi Reggeon exchange, as these effects are expected to

be present especially at larger -u1 (note that according

to ref.27 the elastic absorption used here contains the

effects of f exchange). Indeed, adding inelastic absorp-

tion as described in appendix D, leaving the overall

strength A. a free parameter, a good P_ fit can be ob-

tained, especially with the geometric absorption model.

The required value of A. is such that jT f(b)1*1.1 at

b=0 (cf. D4) (A. =1.3 for the geometrical inelastic ab-

sorption and A. =0.088 for the inelastic absorption of

Kane and Seidl, which is about twice the value quoted in

ref.19), so we are dealing with a strong absorption

model. The a and a_ are well described but P has wor-

sened and the 0 prediction is not very good. Including

a data in the fit gives a better picture, where the

model chooses the data of De Marzo et al. [40], but we

have not obtained a really satisfactory fit with strong

absorption (only A. was treated as a variable parameter).

One of the problems is that the Afi residue extrapolation

goes wrong because its y parameter comes out positive in

the fit (cf. the discussion in section 6). Another feature

of absorption is that it raises P in the region |u'|<0.1,

with strong absorption P+ is even positive there.

A simple way of improving P_ is to supply a factor

[1 + p(J-aQ)] to t. (J) in (3.8), for the A residue only.

This changes the basic D.-D- amplitudes. With this extra
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parameter a fit to the same data ( = fit 2) is also shown in

figs. 5-10, with parameter values in table III and residue

plots in fig.12. The result is a zero in the Afi residue at

J-a = -0.57, which has the effect of deepening the natural

dip in D w moving it to smaller u1 values, diminishing the

phase difference between D, and D« and placing the same

zero in D~ at a'u = -0.57. It can be seen that the P+ and

a_ descriptions have improved somewhat and the a predic-

tion follows more the De Marzo data [40]. The N contribu-

tion is very small in this case. Actually, a better fit to

P_ can be obtained this way with no absorption at all.

Figs.7 and 8 show the polarizations obtained in a fit

(ifit 3) without absorption. The description of o+ of this

fit (not shown) is good but the predicted a at P =5.9

comes out somewhat too high for -u'>0.5, as only the o

data at P=5.2 were included in the fit and these data lie

quite high in this region compared to the P =5.91 data.

Elastic absorption changes P_ (fit 3) back to a fit 2-like

form. Stronger absorption, however, brings P_ back through

zero again in -u'>0.6 (with A. values about the same as

ref.19, [T f1r(b} | «0.86 in b=0), but as in the p=0 case.

the A i. residue extrapolation goes wrong (y>0) with strong
6

absorption.

Actually, it is the results of many fits using dif-

ferent data which gives us confidence in the I(NSR, no WSZ)

model. The results shown in figs.5-12 are typical. One may

fit either the a, data at PT=5.2 or at PT=5.9l. The 5.91 a.
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data allows for a much deeper dip near |u'|=0.2. We have

noted that fits resulting in deep dips give a better P

description in the region |u'|<0.3. The 5.2 data are more
o

self-consistent and their contribution to x easily has
2

X /data point < 1. On the other hand they are lacking near

u'=0, which in some fits results in a rather low extrapo-

lation to u'=0, compared with all the other a. data, and

they are relatively high round |u'|=0.6, which may result

in a too large a prediction there. The P results in

|u'|< 0.3 with the 5.2 a+ data are usually not as good as

with the 5.91 data. Fits 1 and 2 show that a reasonable

compromise between both data sets is possible. A drawback

of using both data sets is the heavy weight carried by
2

them in x •

The extrapolation of fits 1 and 2 to higher energies

may be considered good, keeping in mind the fact that the

intercept values a are input and not fitted. Even the

Serpukov data [41] at PL>17 do not seem to be too far off

(ficr.3). The experimental a+ (=da/du(ir~n-*nn~) by isospin

invariance) in fig.13 seems too high. It should be kept in

mind, however, that except for the or_ Serpukov data the a+

data do not include radiative corrections [33]. We believe

that before this situation is clarified (and before the

Serpukov data have been confirmed by other experiments)

one cannot conclude [28] that there is a serious discrepancy.

Compared to the data of Owen et al. [35], it looks as if

the model has not enough shrinkage
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in o+, but the same can be said of the pure pole model

(cf. the GORE fit pictures in ref.ll). The data of ref.42

seem to indicate less shrinkage in a+. The shrinkage in o_

is in agreement with the data. Judging the a predictions

at higher energies it should be noted that most of the

data belong to the deep dip category.

Relevant to the high energy extrapolations is the

treatment of u . A consistent neglect of 1/s should also

neglect u and use u=u' in the A1 and B amplitudes, which

has been done in fits 1-3. One may also keep u where it

shows up: eg.(6.1), and use u=u +u*. Some effects of this

procedure relating to the A. residue extrapolation have

already been discussed in section 6. Another effect is the

increased proximity of the nucleon pole, which together

with their natural slope makes |D.[ and fD_ f at u=u quite

a bit larger than at u=0 (a factor of 1.5 for N at P = 6 ) .

Correspondingly the N residue fitted to the P-,-*6 data is

roughly a factor 2 smaller at u=0 than the corresponding

residue with u =0. Since uQ decreases like 1/s, the extra-

polation of a+ to higher energies looks worse when keeping

u . However, the o_ cross sections look better in this case.

Extrapolations to higher energies depend also on the

amount of absorption. The energy dependence of strong ab-

sorption is such that the extrapolated a, is increased atu'=0

with respect to weak absorption and there .is also more

shrinkage in o+ (not in o_).

The extrapolation to lower energies (P =3-4) is shown
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in figs. 14 and 15. The differential cross sections are

described quite well, P seems reasonable but P_ fails

badly (the good strong absorption fit to P_ mentioned above

is also not able to describe P at PT=3.5). At such low

energies s-channel effects are still prominent [29] and

apparently these show up most strongly in the polariza-

tions. The duality idea then suggests that in an exchange

picture multi Reggeon exchange is important.

We have not obtained satisfactory fits to the data

with the SR models in class I. The I(SR, no WSZ) model

seems interesting for strong absorption as the unabsorbed

amplitudes (fig.3) have no structure, but these amplitudes

are relatively large, so that the required residue function

is very small, making in particular, a proper A, residue

extrapolation difficult. An interesting model is, of course,

I(SR,WSZ), as it contains the wrong signature zero expla-

nation of the dip in a+. A good fit to o+ is very easy with

this model (elastic absorption only), the forward turn

over in the a_ data being well described, P_ is not, but

in this case also P+ is wrong in the region |u'|<0.2, as

might be expected from fig.2a. However, most upsetting is

the discrepancy in the a prediction, which is a factor 2-3

too high at u'=0. This is a well-known problem

[11, section 3.4.1] , [16, section 4.7], caused by the fact

that the Afi wrong signature zero at J=% implies a sign

change in the residue function, such that the A* exchange

interferes constructively with the J=h exchange amplitude.
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In pure pole models with WSZ one usually keeps the WSZ(N )

at J=-% while omitting the WSZ(Afi) at J=^. This seems too

arbitrary to us, and we have not pursued the model further.

Within the pure pole context the WSZ (A,.) at J=% is predic-

ted by duality arguments [16] , and its apparent absence is

an unsolved problem for the WSZ approach.

Class II models have more freedom (often too much for

useful data fitting), and we have studied the II(SR,WSZ)

model specifically to see if it can incorporate the rela-

tive magnitude of the a, „ data, as well as a WSZ(A.) at
+ ,o,— o

J=%. Indeed, from (4.7a) we see that by a sufficiently

large Tp of opposite sign to Sp, we might be able to rotate

the phase of the D, » amplitudes by 180°, thereby opposing

the WSZ(A») sign change at J=^. For this to happen success-

fully the phases of P and C+ should be very much the same,

which, as it turns out, they are not sufficiently. A fit to

the a+, a_ and a data (including as well polarization

data) showed, that it is possible to describe their rela-

tive magnitude at u'=0 with this model and indeed, the re-

lative x-x1 sign (cf. (5.1)) comes out negative (a data

at widely separated energies were necessary for avoiding

correlations). However, the quality of the fit was poor

(with 13 parameters!) and inspection of the resulting am-

plitudes showed that phases at u'=0 had nothing to do any-

more with the original Regge phases.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A straightforward application of effective action

techniques with the Carlitz-Kislinger fermion Reggeiza-

tion scheme has led to a satisfactory and economical des-

cription of backward irN scattering. Prom the 10 para-

meters of fit 2, 4 may be removed by imposing the residue

extrapolation (6.9) exactly; we have checked this to give

very much the same fit. The amplitudes employ a (to our

knowledge) new dip mechanism for dcr(ir p+pir )/du, which

correlates the experimental values of couplings (resonance

widths) and cross sections. New is also the necessity of a

sizable N» exchange contribution, which is nicely compatible

with the small elastic width of the N, states. The N con-

tribution is more difficult to assess; a comparison with

PP+TT TT~ should determine the strength of this exchange.

Once the N is properly fixed, an SU(3) comparison with the

data on K~p-*£~Tr+ , ATT° is interesting, since the various ex-

changes are believed to have very different F/D ratios, and

the shape of da (K~p-*E~Tr )/du [43] is very different from

da'ir p-*-pTT )/du.
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APPENDIX A

Spectral representations for the propagators are

derived by considering the vacuum expectation value of

the product *y

may be labeled

Usi *Vjl(o) . The intermediate states

/ where P is the total energy mo-

mentum vector; J, M and n label the total angular momentum

and parity = n ( ~ D in the centre of mass frame, and y

denotes other quantum numbers. The states transform under

the Poincari group like single particle states with a con-

2 k
tinuous ma<3s W = (-P ) , the y labels being invariant. The

normalization is such that eqs.(A 4) below are valid.

We assume that the fields i|>y'' 'Vi> (x) carry the maxi-

mal spin H+h- For this value J=H+hi Poincare' invariance

and parity conservation imply that

PJMriY> =

(A la)

for n = r = y5 for = -I.(A ib)

Here uHI""^i^(P) is a Rarita-Schwinger spinor (see for in-

stance ref.30), completely symmetric in its tensor indices

yi..]i£r normalized to

(A2)
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and satisfying the conditions

0 , y uJJ'''y*(P) = 0 . (A3)

It follows that

•(w)

..Va(3. w ) (A4a)

+ lower spin contributions,

where

6(P2
+W

2)0(P°) e i P' x (A4b)

(A4c)

and where fiyi**p^Vl*#v^(P,W) is defined for values

P° = (?2+W2)^ , which we shall call on-shell, by

. (A4d)

The propagator is obtained from (A4) by the replacement

2TT 6(P2+W2)0(P°) (A5)
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Before doing so, however, flWl'"'Vjl (P,W) must be extra-

polated to values P° f (?2+W2)^, which shall be called

off-shell, such that it is a polynomial in P . Various

definitions of fllil#''vJl differ by terms proportional to

2 2

W +P , the contact terms, which are polynomial contribu-

tions (in momentum space) to the propagator whose arbi-

trariness does not influence the residues of the poles.

It can be seen from the expressions below that the maximal

degree in P of flUl v£ can be restricted to 2)1+1, which

limits the possible contact terms.

It is convenient to summarize <R W I"' # V£ in the con-

tracted form

<R(k\k,P,W) = k' ...k' k ...k
y i P)j Vi V

A suitable example is given by

(A6)

U+D|k'|*|k|*P •;(z)

(A7a)

(A7b)

(A7c)

On-shell, and in particular for P"=0, eqs. (A7) reduce to

the formula given in ref.31, except for a factor 2W. It
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is sometimes convenient to replace the standard form

Y Y by a product of three Y~matrices, using the iden-

tities

y pv'a -p k Yy p v ' a

(Y.k) + (k.P)

(A8)

where the ordering is chosen such that y.k' stands to the

left, Y-k to the right. Doing the same for o^v term and

using

<R can be brought into the form

fl = (A9)

(k'gyvk ))1(W-Y.P) + ... as (A10)

The structure of ... in (A9), with Y-k1 and y,k to the left

and right respectively, i-s such that in the application to

fig.l no further factors k'.k can develop in the invariant

amplitudes A and B. Note also that the ... in (3.1), besides

giving subdominant terms to A' and B as s-«o, also do not

contribute to the residue of the particle poles in the pro-
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pagator because of the conditions (A3).

The lower spin intermediate state contributions to

the spectral representation can be obtained similarly,

the right-hand side of (Ala) being replaced by expressions

involving terms like PViyVzn^3'''^H(p). From (A4),(A5) and

(A10) follow egs.(2.3) in section 2.

We now comment on the connection between the trajec-

tory functions a (/u) introduced in section 2 and the cus-

tomary ones a~(/u) defined in a S-matrix context [6]. From

fig.l one finds that the pole contributions of (A4,5) to

the u-channel partial wave amplitude f_(/u) and f_(/u), cor-

responding to natural and unnatural parity respectively,

are for J=SL+h proportional to H£(/u) and -H (-/u) respec-

tively (cf.(2.4) and (2.5)). Hence, a Regge pole (2.8) in

the H(/u,J) with naturality ri implies poles in fZ(/u) , whose

positions a"(/u) are given by

a (/u) = a (/u) a~(/u) = a (Vu) (All)
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APPENDIX B

Analytical expressions are given here for C+[l] de-

fined in (4.9). For functions f(u,J) which are polynomials

in J, the forms for C + [fJ are obtained similarly, since

then f(u,J)p(J) can be expressed again in the form (4.12).

It is useful to introduce the functions

Fk(s,ct) = C+[(ao-J)
k/p(J)] = -C_[(ao-J)

k+1/p(J)], (Bl)

in terms of which the non-pole part of p(J) in (4.12) gives

a contributiorbAjF + A-F., + A3F_ to C [l] and a contribu-

tion -A F -A-F ~A 3F 1 to C_[l]. For the pole part of p(J)

the identity

o-cx

shows that its contribution to C+[l] can be written as

Ao[Fo(s,a)-F^(s,Jo)]/(Jo-a) and its contribution to C_[l]

as -AQ[F_1 (SjaJ-F^ (s, jQ)]/(Jo-a). Here the functions

FMs,a) are defined in exactly the same way as in (Bl), by

means of C|[(aQ-J) /p(J)]. The functions Ffc and F£ differ

by the pure pole part (cf.4.9a)

PQ(s,a) ,

no WSZ

WSZ

(B2a)

(B2b)
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I = * n ^ - if
o

It is easily seen that

(B2c)

Fk+I(s,a) (oo-o)Pk(s,a) , (B3)

and similar for F. (s,ct). Proceeding with the no WSZ case,

the values F, (s,a ) can be directly calculated for k>0.

(B4)

and we are left to determine F,(s,a) = (a-a +ie)

P (s,a)+F' (s,a). The defining integral for F' (s,a) can

be transformed into an integral representation for the

function w(z) which is closely related to the error func-

tion [44] :

= (-D3 ̂
i5j a
z e (a-ao+ie)"

5w(-z), (B5a)

Then F_ (s,a) can be written as

(B5b)

(B6)

implying that (B4) is also correct for k=-l. For the WSZ

case linear combinations of these functions can be taken,
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t

such as

. ,i = h e F.(is,ot)+e 2 F.(-is,
"a)|WSZ 2 L * k

a) noWSZ

(B7)

For large s and <x*a , we see from (B4) that the

higher k functions F. are suppressed by a factor | i,

with respect to F or F . From the properties of the

error function follows that for large s,

-k

p - l ( s ' V = Fo(s'ao)/(jo-ao>
(B8)

Hence, to leading order in t, and a'lu fixed, the following

simplifications apply

A

'o

A

P [1]

Since A 2 and

(B9a)

(B9b)

(B9c)

are usually much smaller than AQ (table III),

especially in the no WSZ case, these expressions remain use-

ful for qualitative purposes even for moderate values of |a(.

Note that in the no WSZ case (the WSZ case is similar)
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|F (s,a ) | is a factor |TT£| * smaller, |F_ (s,a )| a

factor 2|J!,/TTĴ  larger than |P (s,ct )|. This observation

explains the large D_/D ratio mentioned in section 6.
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APPENDIX C

At the values J = j,j+2,..., the residue function

R(nm(J),J) (cf.(3.7)) may be regarded as the product of

two coupling constants. To relate these to standard values

and resonance widths, the normalization of the amplitudes

must be specified.For backward irN scattering the customary

decomposition according to the isospin I=2>-j of the ex-

change reads

1 3
TH - I TH + 3 TH ' <Cla)

I 1
TH * IT (TH " TH> ' (Clb)

_ o
T = T
H lH , (Clc)

where H = ++ or +- and where +,0,- denote the charge of the

final pion, as in section 7. The normalization of the heli-

city amplitudes T '°'~ is given by the example

(C2)

We now understand eq.(6.1) to mean

j.

T^_ = /s[A'(Na) + A'(Ng) + A ' ( N Y ) ] + a.c. (C3)

3

T* = /s A1(A.) + a.c. (C4)
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where a.c. stands for absorption correction; similar for-

mulas relate T and (-u's) B. For each exchange EX the

connection between A'(EX), B(EX) and the residue function

R(/u,J)I i s as given in the text. Then for Na,

g = -i R(M,%) (C5)
N

where g is the standard pion-nucleon coupling constant

(g /4TT«14.5 ) and M is the nucleon mass. For the unstable

particles on the tra jectories, R is directly related to

the elastic width,

rel ( J ) = R(nm(J),J)
2m(J)

<C6)

where k is the c m . momentum in the decay. In our fits to

2 2
the scattering data by x minimization we have added to x
the contribution

I
EX

G2-G2

exp
AG
exp

(C7)

EX

where G =R(r|m(j),j) is the extrapolated value of the re-
2

sidue function, G is the experimental value according
2

to (C5) or (C6) and AG is an error, obtained roughly by

elvarying m(j) in (C6) by r (j)/4. The pion-nuclemi coupling
2

constant is assigned an ad hoc error. Except for N , the G

depend on the scale parameter s , according to
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G2(sQ) = so
J~^G2(l), where S Q is in units of GeV

2, and

similarly for AG . The s =1 values used for G and A

are in table III.
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APPENDIX D

The absorption method is essentially that of Kane

and Seidl [19]. The Regge amplitudes

To = (Dl)

are transformed to impact parameter space according to

00

T n ( b ) = F I QdQ Jn(Qb)T^(Q) , (D2a)
o

Q = v^U1" , F = 8TT(SP r>' )h . (D2b)

Next, the T (b) are multiplied by the effective diffractive

scattering matrix S £«(b), and transformed back to obtain

the absorbed amplitude

Tn(Q) = F | bdb Jn(Qb) T*(b) S e f f (b) (D3)

For numerical reasons relating to large b, one uses

the difference 1-S_i7£(b) in (D3) and subtracts the resulting

p
absorption correction from the original T (Q). The effective

diffractive scattering matrix is of the form

Jeff 1 + i Teff(b) , (D4)

where T _,(b) is the sum of the elastic T-matrix and the in-

elastic diffractive T-matrix
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Teff ( b ) " T e l ( b ) + Tinel ( b ) ' (D5>

We have used strong (T.j_ ^ 0) and weak (Tinel= 0)

absorption. In an eikonal picture the absorption in back-

ward scattering is identical with that in forward scat-

tering. We did intend to use the forms of Kane and Seidl

[19] for both T . and T. ., but we could not reproduce

their results, presumably due to our lack of understanding

of the role played by the f-exchange in the elastic part.

Therefore, we took only their form for the inelastic dif-

fraction, and used the form of Collins and Fitton [27] for

the elastic part. For clarity we list the precise forms

used in momentum space, the impact parameter space forms

being obtained with eq.(D2,n=0):

i Tel(Q) = right-hand side of eq.(1) in [27], with

t = -Q2, s o = 1;

2
Tinel ( Q ) = F A i n(R"

2+K)e' D Q J o(R"Q) , (D7a)

R " 2 = R^'2Uns-i|) , RQ' = 2.35 , D = 3.01, K = 119.75

(D7b)

To the extent that the approximation F=»4irs (cf. (D2b)

holds, our formulas correspond to ref.19 with A. =0.04138.

In our fits using inelastic absorption we often treated

A. as a free parameter.
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Assuming the inelastic absorption to be peripheral

(cf. [l9], multi channel eikonal models also suggest this),

another simple expression may be constructed for T. .(q),

using the idea of geometrical absorption [32],

2 2
Q= F A. R B JO(RQ) (D8)

where R and B are proportional to a radius R , whose energy

dependence is taken from [32],

R = R R o , B = B R Q , R ^ = l + 0.068 2 . (D9)

With geometrical scaling all energy dependence is in the

radius R. The corresponding T. . (b) is real at b=0, which

makes this kind of absorption more effective than (D7).

For R and B the values R = 3.44, B = 2.1, were used.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

•T-2Table I Input exchange parameters; ex1 units are GeV

Table II Values of the approximation coefficients in (4.12).

Table III Parameter values and results from fits 1 and 2. For

2 2 2

G , G exp and AG see appendix C; Tu and Ta are the

absolute value of /s A1 (unabsorbed) and /s A' (ab-

sorbed) at u'=0, respectively. Only elastic absorp-

tion is used (A. =0 and s =D •
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TABLE I

j j Q aQ a' n

Na 1/2 1/2 -0.37 1.0 +1

ND 5/2 3/2 -0.36 1.0 -1
P

N 3/2 1/2 -0.46 0.85 +1

Ag 3/2 3/2 0.13 0.9 -1

TABLE II

Ao Al A2 A3

N 1 -0.131 0.135 -0.0178 no WSZ

1 -0.0567 0.408 0.0593 WSZ

Ng 1 0.0928 0.114 0.0195 no WSZ

-1 -0.406 -0.552 -0.433 WSZ

N 0.85 -0.0035 0.0891 0.0031 no WSZ

-0.85 0.0144 -0.347 -0.0575 WSZ

Ag 0.9 -0.0739 0.102 -0.0059 no WSZ

0.9 0.142 0.386 0.172 WSZ
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TABLE

fit

Na

N3
N
Y
A.

1:

11

18

18

6.

Ill

c

X

.7

.7

.3

15

= 0.

9.

12

-19

-0.

429

y

22

.6

.4

906

Tu

16

21

16

10

Ta

17

16

10

9.3

G2

597

21

333

102

G2exp

546

21

200

125

AG2

15

5

30

12.5

f i t 2: c = 0.174, p = 1.75

Na

N3

N
Y

X

12.8

16.6

7.25

7.46

9.

7.

-14

1.

y

53

71

.0

79

Tu

19

17

2.5

12

Ta

21

13

1.6

10

G2

549

21

297

123

9
G exp

546

21

200

125

AG2

15

5

30

12.5
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FIGURE

Fig.l.

Fig.2.

CAPTIONS

Feynman diagram from which the Regge poles are obtained.

Propagators and vertex functions may correspond to com-

posite fields.

Predictions for P (eg.(6.8), s =1) at P=5.9 GeV/c:
O Lt

(a) N exchange, (b) A. exchange.

Fig.3. The functions |DjJ (eq.(6.3)) and g1 (eq.(6.6)') for

the no WSZ case with s =1, at P=5.9 GeV/c : =
O Jj

|P[ 1] |2 = |D,|2(NSR) = a1
21

= ID,

|D1|
2(SR),in GeV~2,-.-.-.-.

(NSR), =

(low) = g'(NSR), (high)

2= ]D2|
2(SR),

g1(SR).

Fig.4.

Fig.5.

Fig.6.

Fig.7.

Fig.8.

Fig.9.

Fig.10.

Fig.11.
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As in fig.3, WSZ case.

Result of fits 1 and 2 for a+- Data from refs.34 and 35.

The theoretical "curves" are straight lines connecting

the cross sections integrated over the experimental bins.

As in fig.5, for a_. Data from refs.35 and 39.

As in fig.5, for P_. Shown is also the result of fit 3

which uses unabsorbed amplitudes and a value 1.72 for

the parameter p in the i, residue function (see text).

As in fig.7, for P .

Differential cross sections a as predicted by fits 1

and 2 and isospin invariance. Data from |38,39,40|.

Predictions for P = P(ir~p^mr°) from fits 1 and 2.

Plot of the reduced residue functions Z of fit 1. Shown

is |Z(n/u)| for u<0 (-1.2<i/u<0) and u>0 (0</u<m(j));

6=A(S, a=Na, etc.



Fig.12. As in fig.11 for fit 2. For A^ is shown |l+pa'u| J2] ,

Fig.13. Comparison of fit 1 and 2 results with the Serpukov

data [41].

Fig.14. Comparison of fits 1 and 2 with c+ data at lower energies.

Data on a. (P,= 4 GeV/c) are taken from ref.45, data on
+ ±i

0 (P=3.5 GeV/c) are from ref.46.
~ ii

Fig. 15. Comparison of fits 1 and 2 i-7ith data on P. at P_=4 GeV/c
+ Li

[47] and P_ at PL=3.5 GeV/c [48].
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Summary of part B

In part B of this thesis we study backward pion-nucleon

scattering in the framework of an effective action approach.

The amplitude is constructed by summing over simple Peynman

diagrams that each represents the exchange of a composite fermion

field in some underlying theory. A zero width and linear trajec-

tory approximation for the propagators then leads to an amplitude,

with a cut in the angular momentum (J) plane, beside the usual

(Regge) pole. Because of this cut, the parity doubling problem

does not occur, as has been pointed out by Carlitz and Kislinger

(CK). Pure Regge pole amplitudes with linear trajectories suggest

that fermions have mass degenerate opposite parity partners, not

observed in nature. With the CK cut the parity partner poles lie

on a different sheet of the J plane, and do not imply the exis-

tence of particles.

A manageable schtme for phenomenology involving relatively

few parameters is obtained by working to leading order in the

energy, and by assuming smoothness of the residue functions.

Except for these assumptions, we treat the propagators and ver-

tex functions in complete generality.

We discuss the propagators in section 2 , and the vertex

functions in section 3. Both wrong signature zeros (WSZ) and no

WSZ are included in our discussion. In section 4 the Regge for-

mulas for the amplitudes are derived. In the high energy limit

only the Regge poles and the CK cuts in the J plane contribute.

In section 5 the explicit parametrizations of the residue func-

tion are given. Insistence on generality leads us then to con-
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sider twelve classes of models. The qualitative properties of

the different models are exposed in section 6. It is shown why

the two mechanisms for making dips in the cross-section known in

the literature, namely WSZ dips and strong absorption dips, are

not feasible for the amplitudes which we consider. A new dip

mechanism is exposed, based on pole-cut interference and inter-

ference of two exchanges with opposite parity (e.g. N , N g ) . In

section 7 a comparison is made with the backward 7rN scattering

data. We find that one model without WSZ, with elastic absorp-

tion, is preferable above the other models. Four exchanges

(N , N_, N and Ag) are included. With ten free parameters the

model gives a satisfactory description of the available irN

scattering data over the energy range p L = 3.5 * 40 GeV/c and a

good residue extrapolation into the resonance region (this essen-

tially reduces the number of parameters to only six). The posi-

tive sign of the polarization P(ir~p->-pTT~) near momentum transfer

zero at p L = 6 GeV/c is correctly predicted, independent of the

parameters. Also, the dip structure of the cross-sections is a

prediction of the model, independent of the parameters, if one

takes good residue extrapolations to the particle poles into

account.
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Samenvatting

In deel A van dit proefschrift bestuderen we storingsreke-

ning bij zwakke koppeling voor roosterijktheorieën. Eerst bespre-

ken we het belang van roostertheorie en van een dergelijke zwakke

koppelingsstudie.

We nemen een eenvoudig model, een roosterijktheorie met ëën

fermion, een vektor boson en een een axiaal vektor boson, inva-

riant onder lokale U{l)xU(l) symmetrie. Het Higgs mechanisme

wordt gebruikt om het fermion en het axiaal vektor boson massa te

geven. We beschouwen quantumkorrekties binnen twee mogelijk for-

muleringen van fermionen op een rooster.

In Hoofdstuk I presenteren we enkele algemene eigenschappen

van roostertheorieën en bediscussiëren we drie rooster fermion

formuleringen. Ook de koppeling van de ijkbosonen, het vastleggen

van de ijking en spontane symmetriebreking worden in deze context

behandeld.

Hoofdstuk II is gewijd aan de roosterijktheorie met SLAC

fermionen. Nadat we de Feynmanragels hebben afgeleid, berekenen

we de vektormeson vacuumpolarisatie en de W A vertexfunktie op

êën "loop" niveau. Deze berekeningen leveren niet-Lorentzco-

variante en niet-lokale resultaten.

In Hoofdstuk III wordt Wilson's fermion roosteractie aange-

past aan continue ^hirale invariantie. Deze herformulering maakt

gebruik van spontane symmetriebreking, en leidt tot 16 fermionen

in plaats van ëën. De situatie doet denken aan de degeneratie van

de naieve fermion roosterformulering in Hoofdstuk I, die fer-

mionen met gelijke massa bevat. In onze rooster fermionbehande-
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ling zijn de massa's van de 16 fermionen echter niet gelijk: er

zijn vijf verschillende massaniveaus, op gelijke afstand en be-

zet door resp. ëén, vier, zes, vier en één fermionen. De fer-

mionen verschillen ook in chirale lading: acht hebben lading +g.

acht -g. In deze theorie is daarom de anomalie in de axiale Ward

identiteit voor de W A vertexfunktie vanzelf afwezig. De afstand

tussen de massaniveaus is een parameter in de theorie, en daar-

door kunnen we op éën na alle fermionen uit het spektrum verwij-

deren (hoewel het verleidelijk is te spekuleren over het optre-

den van dergelijke fermion multipletten in de natuur).

We berekenen de ëën loop korrekties van de vektormeson

vacuumpolarisatie en de W A vertexfunktie. De resultaten zijn

Lorentzkovariant. Er wordt in detail getoond, dat in de axiale

W A Wardidentiteit de massatermen overeenkomend met de 15 fer-

mionen, die uit het deeltjesspektrum verwijderd worden, de ano-

malie geven. Verder wordt aannemelijk gemaakt, dat de theorie

Lorentzkovariant is in elkt orde storingsrekening.

De konklusie is dat storingsrekening bij zwakke koppeling

voor roosterijktheorieën de voorkeur geeft aan onze herformu-

lering van Wilson's fermionbehandeling.

In deel B van dit proefschrift bestuderen we achterwaartse
«f

pion-nukleonverstrooiing binnen het kader van een effektieve

#>ctiebenadering.

De amplitudo wordt gekonstrueerd door over eenvoudige

Feynmandiagrammen te sommeren, die elk de uitwisseling voorstel-

len van een samengesteld fermionveld in een of andere fundamen-

tele theorie. In de benadering dat de breedte nul is en de

Reggebanen lineair zijn krijgen we vervolgens een amplitudo, met
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een snede in het draaiimpuls (J) vlak, naast de gewone (Regge)

pool. Door deze snede is er geen pariteitsverdubbelingsprobleem,

zoals Carlitz en Kislinger (CK) uiteengezet hebben. Pure Regge-

pool amplitudines met lineaire trajectories suggereren, dat fer-

mionen partners hebben met eenzelfde massa en tegengestelde pa-

riteit, die echter in de natuur niet waargenomen worden. Met de

CK snede liggen de pariteitspartnerpolen op een verschillend blad

van het J-vlak, en leiden ze niet tot het bestaan van deeltjes.

Een hanteerbaar schema voor fenomenologie met relatief wei-

nig parameters wordt verkregen door in lea aende orde in de ener-

gie te werken en door rustige residue funkties te nemen. Op deze

aannames na behandelen we de propagatoren en vertexfunkties in

volledige algemeenheid.

We bediscussiëren de propagatoren in par.2, en de vertex-

funkties in par.3. Zowel "wrong signature zeros" (WSZ) als geen

WSZ wordt behandeld in deze discussie. In par.4 worden de Regge-

formules voor de amplitudines afgeleid. In de hoge energie limiet

dragen alleen de Reggepolen en de CK-snede in het J-vlak bij. In

par.5 worden de expliciete parametriseringen van de residue

funktie gegeven. Vanwege de algemeenheid beschouwen we twaalf

klasses van modellen. De gualitatieve eigenschappen van de ver-

schillende modellen worden in par.6 uiteengezet. We laten zien

waarom de twee in de literatuur bekende dipmechanismen, namelijk

WSZ-dips en sterke abosrptiedips, niet mogelijk zijn voor de am-

plitudines, die wij beschouwen. Een nieuw dipmechanisme, geba-

seerd op pool-snede interferentie en interferentie van twee uit-

wisselingen met tegengestelde pariteit (nl. N , N„), wordt toe-

gelicht. In par. 7 vergelijken we met de achterwaartse TTN ver-
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strooiingsgegevens. We vinden dat een bepaald model, zonder WSZ

en met elastische absorptie, de voorkeur verdient boven de andere

modellen. Vier uitwisselingen nemen we mee (N , N„, N en A.) . Met

tien vrije parameters geeft het model een bevredigende beschrij-

ving van de beschikbare 7TN verstrooiingsgegevens over een ener-

gie-interval p. = 3,5 tot 40 GeV/c en een goede residue extrapo-

latie in het resonantiegebied (dit brengt het aantal parameters

feitelijk terug tot slechts zes). Het positieve teken van de po-

larisatie P(TT p-̂ -pir") bij impulsoverdracht nul en p, = 6 GeV/c

wordt korrekt voorspeld, onafhankelijk van de parameters. De dip-

struktuur van de werkzame doorsnedes is een voorspelling ven het

model, onafhankelijk van de parameters, als men goede residu

extrapolaties naar de deeltjespolen in rekening neemt.
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